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Saturday 12/31/2022 – 2:35 PM

Barbara Walters And The German Pope Dead - well, I'm too young, or better to say, at this age I did
not watch US TV, no CNN. The good old days of CNN? Not every news "Breaking News"? Not
reporting a day long every hour about the same little bagatelle, as long as Donald Duck can be
mentioned. There are rumors that there could be a stain in one of the floors at Mar-a-Lago. We will
follow this on CNN of course, we expect maybe being able to follow the track to a stain at one of
the restrooms of Mar-a-Lago. No, it seems as that the work of Barbara Walters would have had
more substance - and she survived in a toxic male world, a groundbreaking woman without any
doubts.

Friday 12/30/2022 – 7:50 PM

A Day Until  New Year's  Eve – isn't  that  a  day too early?  Yeah,  and therefore not  much.  But,
tomorrow, and the day after tomorrow, are simply very normal days, it's only a determination made
by humans. Nevertheless, it's a possibility to take a pause and to ponder on different matters. Or,
have a look at the world? Well, better not, but maybe to be for some time, in thought, in Ukraine?
But for doing what? Take a deep breath, two fucking simple normal days.  

Wednesday 12/28/2022 – 8:28 PM

Migrants Or Immigrants Or Refugees...... – border crisis in the USA, as well as in Europe? Well, we
exploit them, we're not much touched by the wars they suffer, why they should not try to "come to
us"? Well, as our politicians always say, we have to help them in their own country, that they can
solve their problems. How cynical is that. Let us celebrate New Year. 

Tuesday 12/27/2022 – 8:46 PM

Russia – do never believe the Russian warmongers. They are the real Nazis in this story, and Nazis
are  fucking liars.  Ukraine  is  one  nation,  and has  to  stay as  one  nation,  everything else  is  not
acceptable. Crimea is Ukraine!  

Saturday 12/24/2022 – 1:15 PM

Reichelt - the German Tucker Carlson, it's hard to decide who's the bigger dumbass. Well, Reichelt
has not that media range anymore, and he's an asshole, liked it to molest and to have sex with
subordinated women at his former workplace. But do not underestimate this kind of wankers, it's
easy for them, they only wanna to destroy. But it's interesting to see who still talks with him on
YouTube. Such jerks are excellent to keep an overview about this kind of anti-democrats, racists,
woman haters............   

Friday 12/23/2022 – 7:06 PM

Committee – prosecute the swine from N.Y. now, you have to do this. Make the trial public, show
the trial  in TV, TV ratings  worldwide! It  was excellent  in  the George Floyd case,  it  would be
excellent again. If not, it will damage the US severely, will let him continue his destructive doing.



Thursday 12/22/2022 – 7:48 PM

Netanyahu – well, the devil is often in Russia today, but he has still ever the time for a trip to Israel.
 

Thursday 12/22/2022 – 5:58 PM

CDU In Saxony – yeah, the former GDR block party which sucked the communists their cocks to
get a bit of the feeling to have some power. Today, they suck the cocks of the right-wing AfD. First
the communists, now the right-wing radicals, that's what you have to call flexibility. 

Wednesday 12/21/2022 – 5:53 PM

Zelensky In US? — wow, that's  really a  coup,  a fantastic  one.  Well,  Ukraine without  the US,
depending wholly on Europe and some other countries? There would be no Ukraine since a long
time, also with a conservative Putin-loving US president. I hope that this – very risky? — travel will
yield a lot. The US supports Ukraine with significant (defense) weapons, we Germans could do
much better. But we fall still for the bluffing of this swine named Putin. 

Monday 12/19/2022 – 5:36 PM

German Rapper Sido? — okay, firstly, Germany and rap? This is once already a joke, singing about
the ghettos in Berlin. And Sido? He fights with life and needs our empathy and support? Fuck you,
you lousy bitch! The fucking shit you're singing to impress little boys, a real man laughs about a
douchebag like you! Douchebag literally meant! There are many who would need empathy and
support, but not a money grabber like you wannabe rapper - on CNN Jake Tapper. You made a lot of
money by fooling and cheating young boys with your shit. Would like to see you as a bagger, or
beggar, you double bagger with your brown bagger, but never ever you were a rapper! Okay, maybe
me too, but I never pretended to be one, you swaggering sheep-shagger!   

Wednesday 12/14/2022 – 6:17 PM

Is Germany Endangered? — well, definitively not that grave than the US, but we should be on the
alert. We had it once, that we thought that it would not get that extreme, and the price paid millions
of Jews, dissidents, soldiers, civilians, and other people. We have to be able to defend oneself, we
have  to  be  able  to  get  to  the  core  of  the  problem  –  the  problem?  You  cannot  argue  with
conspiracists, you can only fight against them. And, do not talk about that it's a matter of "social
status", that it's an issue of the bottom third of the people. George Grosz, "Stützen der Gesellschaft"
(Pillars of Society), look at the picture and you see those who enabled fascism. Today it's the same!

Sunday 12/11/2022 – 10:46 AM

Richterin Malsack-Winkemann - well, the US has corrupt judges at the Supreme Court, liars and
more. And we, we in Germany? Not that much "better" I would say, seeing who "serves" as judge,
police officer or in the army. The USA at the brink, Germany in no case much behind.   



Tuesday 12/08/2022 – 6:37 PM

Reichsbürger - well, the USA is so fucking, we Germans are much better. Well, maybe not that
much, as I always say: The USA is not much worse than Germany, all is only more obvious.
On the other hand, twenty-five people arrested, in Germany, Austria, and Italy. The state acts, it will
be interesting to see what it will yield.
The nonsense of the human beings, you can tell them every shit. Talking with them, discussing with
them, listening to them? No, you have to fight them, you have to try to defeat them! The AfD has to
be banned, no longer this shit in the Deutsche Bundestag.    

Tuesday 12/08/2022 – 5:46 PM

Brittney Griner – the price too high? There are so many wankers in the world, the Putin Swine or
the Orange Swine, one more will change nothing. But for Brittney Griner it will change a lot, and
that's the important aspect.
It could be warning for the people to think twice in what country they travel. And if, that one has to
be very cautious. 

Tuesday 12/08/2022 – 5:35 PM

Harry & Meghan? — I give a shit on that fucking couple. Go to Oprah, she loves you, as well the
guys from CNN!

Wednesday 12/07/2022 – 6:21 PM

Warnock - an awakening for the GOP? If DeSantis will be the answer, then no. The Dems should
not be too certain of victory, ask Hillary – oh, sorry, it has been the Russians.
Maybe the end of a senator who acted like a GOP member? One has to see this as a glimmer of
hope, the Dems are all the time able to screw it – congratulations, Mr. Warnock!

Friday 12/02/2022 – 7:48 PM

Letzte Generation (Last Generation) – a terrorist organization? Murderers? Who says this? Nuts
Bavarians like Söder? But stay honest.
Yes, I see parallels to the beginning of the RAF (Red Armee Fraktion) in Germany, the left-wing
terror organization in my youth. Some lefties got more and more radical and finally formed the
RAF, I would not exclude that this also can happen with the "Letzte Generation". But we talk about
today.
I doubt that their actions are very creative, some simply stupid. I remember my very early writing
about Valerie Jean Solanas. Trying to murder Warhol wasn't a good idea, I recommended peeing on
one of his "art works" on Time Square, that would have been funny.
I wrote that future generations will hate my generation, for doing nothing. They have every right to
hate guys like me, but van Gogh? I would say that "Fridays for Future" acts more clever. But I can
understand that these young people are running mad, but the RAF achieved nothing, as well as the
IRA or the ETA. I hope that they will not make the same mistake, "politicians" like Söder or Merz
would be happy about it. 



Friday 12/02/2022 – 5:28 PM

Bad Germans – the Arab world is happy that Germany is out of the contest? Well,  the fucking
corrupt sheiks maybe, but the gay people who live in these nations? Women who are suppressed?
Well, one has to decide whom he wants as friend, and how brave he wants to be.

Wednesday 11/30/2022 – 7:23 PM

Human Idiocy – humans can be dumb, extremely dumb, extremely naive, totally biased, and so
much more. This is no good sign, especially because there's no clear remedy. Education one could
say,  but  all  the mentioned,  and so much more,  can be found by well-educated people as  well.
Everybody can become a murderer, so they say, and it's problematic, but that one's true. Control of
emotions could be the solution, Vulcan greets, but those who tell you often only say the words – are
no emotions at all worth striving for? The humans possibly a bad design, "intelligent" life possibly
as such? Once I have written a utopia, was difficult to do, 2050 will be no happy world.  

Tuesday 11/29/2022 – 7:20 PM

Pre-Reporting—pre-reporting in German TV, USA vs. Iran. 1998, a match, a sign, have not known
it. This time? Let's see. 

Tuesday 11/29/2022 – 6:46 PM

USA vs. Iran – the match will soon begin, what's to expect? Well, the world's best nation, the land
of the free, versus the land of evil? A match, maybe, between two teams of eleven men? What
would  be  if  team  USA set  an  example?  Would  show  team  Iran  their  respect  and  offer  their
sympathy? The Iranian people? Whenever one says that sport is not political, that sport and politics
have to be separated, then you know that this one is a fucking corrupt liar. A person who tries to
manipulate you, to cheat you, to fool you.     

Monday 11/28/2022 – 8:25 PM

Iran, China...... – could it be, that in nations we did not expect it, the people are protesting on the
streets, mean it that serious with their protest that even risking their death? Ah, come on, they would
need our broad-ranging support, we have even problems therewith to give Ukraine such a support.
Learn from the Kurdish people! We give those always a big hand, who stand up, but in the moment
of importance, we puss out, chicken out, we leave them alone, let them dying. Why should it be
different in  Iran,  China...........?  And sorry,  our economy requires these marketplaces and is  not
interested in to get disturbed by these protests. That's the law of capitalism, and we worship our
economic growth.    

Sunday 11/27/2022 – 6:48 PM

Sports – sports and politics? A man raises its fist, another kneels, a woman shows her hair. Has an
athlete to be political? Why, an athlete has to be as political as every other person. It's too easy to
point to a single person, we buy gas from them, but we do not watch a match? The FIFA is a pigpen
and Infantino a swine, but the GOP? Friedrich "I Want To Be The Great" Merz and his view on



unemployed people? The Qataris dislike gays, but the Roman Catholic Church like young boys? I
wish I would be a fucking conservative, watching "FOX" the day long, only reading "BILD", the
world could be so easy!    

Sunday 11/20/2022 – 6:18 PM

Soccer Has Begun – well, was never a soccer fan, so.......the first half was lame – well, it's soccer! I
hope that no one in Portugal reads this. In Germany soccer is holy, but in Portugal in every café,
pasteleria, restaurant, a TV. And of course, whenever possible, soccer is on.
Qatar? They have the oil, and we want it, the rest is the capitalism that we all worship. It's easy to
criticize them, and there's a lot one could criticize, but we should be careful in doing it. We should
look in the mirror, to see the FIFA!
FIFA, a Western institution, one of the most filthy pigpens one can imagine, with a disgusting first
swineherd. Yes, I agree with him, maybe we should not criticize Qatar so much, perhaps we should
liquidate this stinking FIFA, and bring his chief behind bars. The second half begins, after a boring
first half – it's soccer, what more one has to say? 

Saturday 11/19/2022 – 6:32 PM

Pelosi / Jeffries – one leaves, one who made history, one possibly come, one who would have all the
potential to write history again. It would be interesting to see what an impact it had, would he
succeed Nancy Pelosi. I hope that the Democrats do not make it more difficult as necessary – lefties
like it to hinder themselves only too easily. They have to be united – the United States have this
fucking outdated two-party system – to win in 2024 again. Hakeem Jeffries would be a good step.
But eventually not forgetting the Latinos?

Friday 11/18/2022 – 6:03 PM

Twitter – I  give a shit  on it,  as well  as on Elon the asshole.  Can we learn one day not  to be
fascinated by this toxic (male) wankers? Every person on the street deserves our attention more than
this anti-social idiots. 

Wednesday 11/16/2022 – 7:52 PM

Again – but I see this as positive, at least if the GOP has at least a slight remain of backbone. Or
when DeSantis is power hungry enough, to destroy his mentor – it happens from time to time, at
least I have heard so. It would be one problem less if he failed as the nominee, to get the next one,
DeSantis. Perhaps it would give at least some independents and moderate conservatives a reason to
reconsider some matters.

Tuesday 11/15/2022 – 5:22 PM

FTX – I'm delighted, yes, fuck, I'm fucking delighted! Fuck the greed and the idea to make money
out  of  nothing,  learn  from  quantum  physics.  Yes,  particles  can  emerge  from  nothing,  virtual
particles, but the law is, that they have to dissolve into nothing again. Virtual particles and virtual
money, it's so delightful funny! And all those asshole celebrities and dumbass experts? It's all about
that fucking money, let's get horny and jerk off!



Monday 11/14/2022 – 7:26 PM

Joachim-Friedrich Martin Josef Merz - you're a fucking conservative wanker, would fit very nice to
the decayed GOP, cocksucking the AfD. Who said that the United States are worse than Germany? I
always said, that in the United States all is more visible, more honest, but that in the end, Germany
is not that much better than the United States. So, in Germany some matters are, in fact, better, but
in the very core...........  

Sunday 11/13/2022 – 2:49 PM

50 – not expected it,  to be honest. Moscow Mitch and others under pressure? It could be very
positive, wouldn't be there DeSantis. He's a ruthless swine, no doubt about that. Okay, the next
weeks will be interesting, especially when the Democrats will even win Georgia. Wasn't there this
one guy who always annoyed all the others? Fifty is good, fifty-one would be much better.

Saturday 11/12/2022 – 8:42 PM

Ukraine Is Cheering – and I have tears in my eyes. But these tears are also tears of fear, the dying
will continue, the war will continue, Russia is not defeated yet. I see heavy bombers in the sky, tons
of bombs are falling and wiping out the Russian invaders. I see an endless stream of missiles and
cruise missiles, wiping out the Russian invaders. I see Putin dying an awful death and the war ends
before the Armageddon, as Biden named it. I cannot imagine killing someone – funny with my
history. But standing in front of Putin with a gun in hand, I would pull the trigger with joy. It's
interesting what war can do with you.

It's wonderful to see Ukrainians cheering!

Friday 11/11/2022 – 5:41 PM

Ukraine? — is Ukraine winning now? It would be nice, would be naive! And maybe it's the wrong
look at the matter. Russia has to lose, totally, miserably, Putin has to become history, a dead in best
case. We should not forget that there are still rockets, drones, an occupied Crimea. Our task, the
Western task? To put economic pressure on Russia, to destabilize the system, to ruin them. It was
the best for Germany, to be totally defeated after WWII, the famous "zero hour". Russia would need
its zero hour, and a dead Putin. 

Wednesday 11/09/2022 – 5:39 PM

Is There Still Hope? — can we have hope, that there could be a good outcome for the USA? That
the racist swine from NY, now living in FLA, will no longer play a role? Well, welcome the nice
guy DeSantis, he's different from the swine now living in his state, he's not such a dumbass, he's
smarter. Apart from that, he's not an inch better, only more dangerous. 
On the other side, it could have been much more devastating. Should it be, that most Americans
voted for a less extreme future? But, with DeSantis? Well, the Democrats would only have to win in
2024  again  and  everything  could  get  good,  maybe  the  GOP destroys  itself  –  let  the  old  man
dreaming, the reality is (still) fucking enough. 



Tuesday 11/08/2022 – 6:49 PM

Midterm Elections – have to find some sleep, what will be when I get the information tomorrow?
Another Brazil? Very close, but democracy won? Most probably not. The American madness, the
stupidity of the American political system, the voting system. Make everything extremely complex
and fucking expensive, then we're happy. This is pure nonsense. Let's see what I have to write
tomorrow.   

Sunday 11/06/2022 – 7:45 PM

Conference – the next phony conference, this time not in Paris, but in Sharm El-Sheikh. Apart from
that, the same joke – who fulfilled its obligations, grandiose announced in Paris? But this time not
the fucking Putin swine is our enemy, this time time is our enemy, and time cannot be defeated. We
will fail.   

Saturday 11/05/2022 – 6:40 PM

Authoritarianism – it's very telling to see, that many people likes it, when somebody tells them the
truth, the ultimate and only truth, so they have not to dare to use their minds. Midterm elections? I
fear that it will become a disaster for the Democrats, in such circumstances? The democracy on
stake,  abortion  laws like  in  Saudi  Arabia,  the  American  version  of  ISIS gains  more  and more
ground, even the Supreme Court, Nazis as well...........? Give the people what they want, they get
what they deserve.  

Tuesday 11/01/2022 – 8:21 PM  

Israel – unbelievable, is the world crazy? It seems so! Maybe Scandinavia? Don't be silly,  also
Nazis there. But on the other hand, a still strong civil society.

Tuesday 11/01/2022 – 8:15 PM 

Brazil – the new United States? It's bad to see this incited masses. Hey, like in Germany around a
hundred years ago. It's sad that humans aren't able to learn and to be at least somewhat rational.

Monday 10/31/2022 –  10:38 AM

Musk – get rid of the asshole and mark him as what he is, a nuts wanker!

Monday 10/31/2022 –  10:35 AM

Ukraine – I hope to see the next ship sinking! Will people die? Yes. Is this a problem? Yes. So, no
people should die? Yes. Is this a contradiction? This is the reason Putin and his guys have to spend
the rest of their time in jail, the best would be they would try to equal Slobodan.



Monday 10/31/2022 –  10:29 AM

Lula – wow, the first right-wing wanker is history (at least it would be nice so, see Italy!). But, at
least, Brazil can try a new beginning with the old Lula.........well, maybe there's a fallacy? I think so,
but at least the right-wing asshole is no longer president. And the United States? Well, soon we will
see.

Sunday 10/30/2022 –  11:37 PM

The Russians Accuse – who the fuck is interested in Russian lies? Does the Ukrainians are making
everything all the time in a not to criticize way? They fight for their lives, they do, or not.
But to give only a shit on the Russian propaganda, lies from Nazi Lawrow for instance, would be to
kick your nuts by yourself. We have not believe unquestioned in everything the Ukrainians say, but
we have to question everything the Russians are saying. The Russians are the bloody aggressors, the
bloody liars, those to have to be defeated, defeated totally.

Friday 10/28/2022 –  11:37 PM

Bully – still sad to see the weak EU, that Ukraine would be no longer without the United States, that
we accept the behavior of the Putin bully. Is it in fact, that we could do no better? Or isn't it so, that
we're simply too lethargic? Might be that we have to die out, like the dinosaurs.

Thursday 10/27/2022 –  3:05 PM

If  -  if  Russia  used  nuclear  weapons,  in  what  way  ever  –  nuclear  missiles,  tactical  nuclear
ammunition, dirty bombs, a "nuclear incident" in a nuclear power station – the "West" would have
to  answer  with  a  devastating  conventional  counterstrike,  to  destroy  every Russian  ambition  in
Ukraine. And the most important, the "West" should tell this Putin, and the public, and should make
a detailed  planing for  that  public,  to  let  not  the  slightest  questions  open.  But  this  would  need
courage and standing together, but could show the people around Putin clearly that they run out of
options. Dying with the big new Czar, or having at least any kind of future.

Thursday 10/27/2022 –  2:56 PM

Yeah, Kevin – it's nice to be the smart young guy, but it's shit to have to sell Olaf's shit! Shit is shit,
it always stinks! And the argumentation, the others do it also, and therefore we have to do it also –
gosh, Kevin! Is this the social democratic alternative, to do the same shit as all the others? This
looks not very smart! And by the way Kevin, you're thirty-three now, maybe it's time to become Mr.
Kühnert? 

Wednesday 10/26/2022 –  10:02 PM

SPD – it's difficult to watch you, the Green Party seems to be the original today, no longer you.
Olaf, leadership? Come on, that had been a joke – say that it had been a joke! Well, more and more
the question arises, why still voting for you, SPD? Sad, very sad. 



Monday 10/24/2022 –  9:58 PM

Franz Alt – Franz Alt is unhappy with – with what, for God's sake? And by the way, who the fuck is
Franz  Alt?  Oh,  Kim  Kardashian  is  right  now  on  Portuguese  TV,  a  commercial  for  "The
Kardashians" on FOXlife. I think I should............ 

Monday 10/24/2022 –  9:42 PM

A New PM – well, first the white woman, in any case better than an immigrant. Now that the white
woman has failed that dramatically, and Boris again would have been a too harsh joke, now even an
immigrant  is  possible,  for  the  conservatives.  The  motto:  Better  one  with  darker  skin  than  re-
elections.
This conservative party is such a shitty bunch! If not, then Rishi Sunak would have been elected,
not Liz Truss. It's such a farce, without an election, let's see how long he will rule. Longer than his
predecessors? We will see.

Sunday 10/23/2022 –  2:28 PM

Thank You, Olaf – selling a part of the harbor in Hamburg to the Chinese, what a fantastic idea! All
experts  and large parts  of the government  think that this  would be crazy,  but.......Olaf  the new
Gerhard, not Putin's puppy, but those of Xi? Do you plan to spend your retirement in China?

Sunday 10/23/2022 –  2:21 PM

Musk – stop this fucking asshole! America, being rich not means anything. Rich people can be
fascists, anti-Semites, woman haters, or simply nuts asshole. Musk is nothing than a spoiled wanker,
get rid of this toxic males!

Thursday 10/20/2022 –  5:53 PM

In Liz We Truss – wow, what a disgrace! Fucking Liz with fucking neoliberal tax cuts – do the
fucking conservatives are able to do anything else than always cutting taxes for the rich? Could this
be a signal? I fear that the conservatives will learn nothing. Not in Britain, not in the USA, not in
Germany.
New  elections  would  be  a  clean  way,  but  conservatives  are  willing  to  do  everything,  every
swinishness, to stay in power. She has, at least, to go. 

Wednesday 10/19/2022 –  11:12 PM

Sorry, Lanz - are you really so dumb that you not get it, that democracy needs climate protection
because climate protection is democracy protection? Okay, de Maizière, you are a conservative, that
you not get it, is okay. The CDU / CSU torpedoed climate protection systematically over the last
sixteen years, so you better shut up. 
I have written it years ago, that there will be a generation that will hate mine for their failures,
unnecessary failures.  And I  have  written  that  this  generation  have  every right  to  do so!  Luisa
Neubauer should be more aggressive, call Lanz and de Maizière what they are, dumb dumbasses.  



Wednesday 10/19/2022 –  5:08 PM

Ukraine Needs Help – and we have to provide them this help. No matter if we discuss weapons or
money, we have to support them with what they need to win this fucking war for us all. Putin has to
die, not Zelensky. This Russian nation has to perish, not Ukraine. The goals have to be clear, no soft
line approach with Putin anymore, especially Germany.  

Monday 10/17/2022 –  7:39 PM

A New Ukrainian Ambassador  In Germany – he has gone,  some will  like it,  some will  cheer,
hypocritical bunch! Yeah, an ambassador he was, a challenging ambassador, an ambassador who
used clear language, an ambassador who confronted us Germans with the dying in Ukraine, and our
fucking past in Ukraine. 
I hope that his successor will not weaken to confront us Germans with our special responsibility,
even when many dislikes it.  They dislike it  that Germany no longer can choose the easy path.
Others can fight and die, can do the dirty job, we Germans give money and keep our clean hands.
Germany needs this challenge, a challenging Ukrainian ambassador. 

I wish you the best when back in Ukraine now, Mr. Melnik.

Saturday 10/15/2022 –  5:23 PM

Musk – yeah, that's another example why we do not need this arrogant white male wankers, no
matter how much money they have. And we do not need company structures like those as well, give
him a stuffed animal with that he can play.

Saturday 10/15/2022 –  5:15 PM

Still Not Realized? – have some Americans still not realized that the next elections will be no matter
about Democrats or Republicans, but about living in a at least somewhat democratic nation, and not
in a kind of dictatorship, like the Taliban, ISIS, or maybe good old Adolf?

Wednesday 10/12/2022 –  7:15 PM

Like In Medieval Times – Iran or China, Saudi Arabia and yes, in some aspects, also the United
States. Do we still live in medieval times? It's obvious that a human being seeks for freedom, a self-
determined life. But,...........yeah, as a German? 
Education, education is a key element, maybe the key element, education for all. It's no coincidence
that the Islamists dislike it, when girls obtain schooling. Just like the white wealthy Americans are
not interested in, that everyone can participate in the best schooling, money is the key word. 

*

I close my eyes and start to dream.............



Monday 10/10/2022 –  7:14 PM

Ukraine – we have to support them now with everything they need to protect themselves. No limits,
Ukraine has to win this war, totally, one united Ukraine. It's time to deliver! 

Sunday 10/09/2022 –  5:23 PM

Bridge – I hope that the Ukrainians have attacked the bridge, showed that they can hurt the Russians
everywhere and at any time. I hope that Putin will be dead soon. I hope that Ukraine will be soon a
member of the EU, and of course of NATO as well. It would help me, at least some hope-giving
developments. I'm a selfish bastard. 

Saturday 10/08/2022 –  3:08 PM

DeSantis – yeah, it's fucking to show your skills, not only acting as the agitator and God-given
smart-ass.

Saturday 10/08/2022 –  3:01 PM

Jonny  Walker  –  another  of  this  fucking  hypocrite  conservatives,  I  have  to  puke!  Okay,  I'm
convinced that he has told the woman not to get pregnant, so it was not his fault. What a bunch of
piggish wankers!

Saturday 10/08/2022 –  2:53 PM

There Once Was A Bridge – and, I guess, Marilyn would have liked it. I appreciate the Ukraine
humor more and more,  still  capable to  stay humorous in  such a situation.  It  seems as that the
Russians will have a much less humorous future – Putin in the coffin, denazification of Russia, that
have to be the aims. Strong support of Ukraine is our commitment.

Wednesday 10/05/2022 –  7:38 PM

Again – people rise against their dictatorships, not for the first time this happens. What will we do,
the same again, as so often, we leave them out in the cold, forsaken, marooned? Would the so-called
"free world" only one time stand together and support them...............what is your objection? Oh,
yeah, Ukraine! But what the fuck does this help the women in Iran, Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, only
to mention this aspect? This is so fucking pathetic!   

Monday 10/03/2022 –  5:28 PM

Italian Elections – panic? Why? It's Italy! And if the nation fails, one would have to blame the
lefties, not able to rule the nation better, to offer a reliable alternative.

Sunday 10/02/2022 –  6:41 PM



Precht and Welzer at Lanz - I hesitated to say something. Thought that I have already said enough,
but.......what the heck! Two fucking incompetent peacocky male assholes, what a duo of pathetic
male wankers! I would be able to show how inconsistent Precht's argumentation is, that he has not
even the knowledge of a student of philosophy after the foundation courses – keyword, Aristotle.
And to say something about the arrogant Welzer would be nonsensical – he's simply a narcissistic
asshole.
Why such losers get airtime, when real profound people have to use YouTube? So much about the
bad social media, TV is no longer the best source to get profound information. We could do better.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClDnGiwSyTyu7gxO8X5U18g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mALesDFdzIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEbPTZ2pPNs

Saturday 10/01/2022 –  5:11 PM

Lyman – doesn't that sound like an American word? Congratulations, congratulation for dying for
us while we do not support you as much as we could – shame on us!
Do the Ukrainians are fighting on Russian soil now? What will Putin do? Nuclear weapons? My
opinion? Give a damn shit on the crazy Putin swine and his opinions, he's like Hitler. He has to be
defeated totally, everything else would be useless. 
EU and NATO for Ukraine now! This would be the right signal! They die for us, show them at least
some respect!   

Saturday 10/01/2022 –  2:00 PM

Ukraine – Ukraine has to become a NATO member, now, immediately! Fuck the Russian swine and
show him the finger! What about the nuclear threat? This psycho needs no reasonable reason to
freak out, but we can show him that it will be his end in any way, as well as for those around him.
Maybe some have the impulse not to commit suicide.
Ukraine has to become a member of the EU and NATO to show unambiguously that waging wars
do not make you a winner. It's like with the USA and Iraq, or Afghanistan, or............
I  cannot imagine what happens in Ukraine,  I try to avoid imagining what happens there at  the
moment.

Saturday 10/01/2022 –  1:41 PM

Iran,  Regime  Change?  —  sure,  what  else  could  be  the  aim?  Kick  those  radical  religious
fundamentalist  fucking  males  in  their  fucking  nuts.  We  have  to  get  rid  of  this  pathetic  male
wankers,  all  over the world. India,  Turkey, Iran,  Saudi Arabia,  Russia,...........and of course,  the
United States of America.
But, what about to support those women, now marching and risking their lives on Iranian streets?
What about to show backbones? Oh, sorry, we have to make deals all over the world. We have to
ensure our  prosperity – whose prosperity? We cannot look after every woman all around the world.

Let's be happy and proud, we're the good ones! 

P.S.: Back to the wonderful and nice Shah regime?

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClDnGiwSyTyu7gxO8X5U18g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEbPTZ2pPNs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mALesDFdzIg


Saturday 09/24/2022 –  7:50 PM

Iran – a "coincidence" that women are, again, the force for change? Fuck religious fundamentalists,
fuck them in Iran,  in Germany as well,  and most important currently,  fuck them in the United
States! I feel ashamed seeing these women, as well as the fighters for freedom in Ukraine, risking
their lives, while I sit here in Germany steering at the screen. 

Wednesday 09/21/2022 –  6:15 PM

Lawsuit – could it be, really,  that, maybe, this farce will come to an end now? It would be so
relieving, but the problem as such would stay.

Wednesday 09/21/2022 –  5:45 PM

Speech – good speech, Mr. President!  I  would be happy would my chancellor could find such
distinct words.

Tuesday 09/20/2022 –  8:35 PM

Ukraine – if we do not support Ukraine now with all that they need, that would be bitter! 

Monday 09/19/2022 –  7:54 PM

Queen – gosh, CNN! Do you have already nightmares? About what you wanna report tomorrow?
This is fucking shit, report about all those crimes they have committed. But hey, it's nicer to kiss
their asses. 

Sunday 09/18/2022 –  6:45 PM

The Queen - hopefully she will be buried soon, do we have no other news and problems? Let's
celebrate the British Empire and all the good things the English have done in their colonies. The
queen is dead, long live the king, and I need some Sex Pistols.

Friday 09/16/2022 –  6:55 PM

Merz  -  gosh,  welcome  back  to  stone  age!  Hopefuly  he  needs  also  three  atttempts  to  become
chancellor - well, two would be enough. I would be in Portugal, and would enjoy my days at the
oceanside, at the beach.

Friday 09/16/2022 –  6:50 PM

Wagenknecht – a communist sweetheart, liebchen, who wants to suck Putin's cock? Does she enjoy
when  the  AfD,  the  radical  right-wingers,  applauds  her  in  parliament?  I  always  thought  that



communists and Nazis would hate each other............? But in their love for Putin, they are united –
strange days we live in. 

Strange days have found us
Strange days have tracked us down

They're going to destroy
Our casual joys

We shall go on playing or find a new town
Yeah!

(Strange Days; The Doors)

Friday 09/16/2022 –  6:43 PM

Stegner - what a disgraceful and self-regarding wanker you are! Your argumentation is so bereft of
content and inconsistent, a five-year-old can do better! I doubt whether I will elect this party once
more.

  
Wednesday 09/14/2022 –  6:55 PM

Madonna – have never understood what she's good for. Definitively not for her music, it's like U2.
Not that the music is necessarily bad, but totally - extremely - overrated. Get old, get old in dignity,
but please bitch, get old!

Tuesday 09/13/2022 –  6:39 PM

Godard Also Dead – well, always thought that he's the most uninteresting director of the Nouvelle
Vague movement. Maybe the one who made the most noise, but by far not the best movies. Young
actresses, mostly nude............always loved François Truffaut the most.

Monday 09/12/2022 –  8:18 PM

Ukraine – gaining ground? If yes, then maybe with "our" weapons, but not because of our weapons.
If they win this war, then maybe with "our" weapons, but not because of our weapons. We should be
very sheepishly, subdued, after a possible Ukraine victory.

Sunday 09/11/2022 –  4:22 PM

9/11 – should I write something? That I can remember the day, sitting in front of the TV, seeing
what happened, just before driving to work? I'm not American, the US foreign policy over the last
half century, the time I can oversee? Life isn't easy to judge, the moment the second plane crashed
into the other tower, a moment of deep sorrow.  

Friday 09/09/2022 –  5:52 PM

Once There Was A Queen – but then her son followed her. Hey, that's like in a dictatorship! Like in
North Korea, or sometimes in the USA, when they have no other possible president than the son of



a father, or the wife of a husband. It's always therefor a symbol that something is wrong. We could
do better, be more self-confident.  

Friday 09/09/2022 –  5:43 PM

The Swine, That Formerly Stained The White House – cornhole him, hunt him down, whatever it
takes. It's your democracy that's on the stake. The references to Al Capone are nice, syphilis would
be uproariously funny.  

Wednesday 09/07/2022 –  7:44 PM

Gosh, Olaf! - Olaf can attack? Was good stuff you smoked, congratulation! Maybe you are also able
to find some memories? Nah, do not expect too much! 

Tuesday 09/06/2022 –  7:06 PM

The British Liz – really, CNN? This speech was so lame, so narcotic, a disaster. Have never said
that women per se are good politicians, better as Boris? Well, if this is the benchmark, then she can
only win. I'm always a perfect prophet – shall I? I give her not more than a year, most probably
much less. 

Saturday 09/03/2022 –  5:10 PM

Joe  In  Attack  Mode  –  hopefully!  There  will  be  not  many  chances  to  rescue  the  American
democracy, but many possibilities to lose it. Yeah, this is America, it's okay to use small arms as
machine-guns.  But  as  a  Dem,  do  not  be  too  aggressive  against  the  anti-democrats  –  who can
understand this? 

Be aggressive, B-E aggressive
I said, be aggressive, B-E aggressive

B-E A-G-G-R-E-S-S-I-V-E
Whoop, burn the house down, show him who's the leader

Bring ya' baby down, down, go cheerleader
(Jealous Girl; Elizabeth Grant) 

Saturday 09/03/2022 –  1:51 PM

Counter Strike – nature fights back, and we miserable humans will catastrophically fail. I doubted
that it will become already this dramatic during my lifetime, but.............I also doubted that I will
live  to  see  the  detection  of  gravitational  waves.  And  yet,  it's  nothing  special  anymore,  not  to
mention to discover a planet. Well, had never been a good prophet.

Monday 08/29/2022 –  7:26 PM

Semi-Fascism - really, Joe, really? Semi-fascism? Hey Joe, this is fucking real fascism, and it would
be  better  for  you,  the  Dems,  and  the  American  people,  to  realize  this.  Once  upon  a  time  in



Germany,.............  

Thursday 08/25/2022 –  2:54 PM

Approval Rates – do you know Adolf Hitler's approval rates? Not? What the fuck I should be
interested in the approval rates of Hitler clone Putin? 

Wednesday 08/24/2022 –  8:41 PM

We Have To Start - we have to start to show, that democracy is something good and strong, much
more than only a conformist economy. We have to fuck Putin, to show at least some backbone.
Then we can look China, the Iran, Saudi Arabia.......in the eye and ask: You wanna be next?
What  a  funny thought,  Biden maybe,  but  Olaf?  We're  the fourth-largest  national  economy and
acting like we would be a bunch of school kids, that's so ridiculous!

Monday 08/22/2022 –  8:16 PM

Killing Of A Daughter – acceptable? Well, my first thought was, who did it? I wouldn't say that this
is straightaway obvious. If the Ukrainians, then I would define it as an act of self-defense. The
Russians attacked, this was no innocent little daughter, she was involved in it. The Ukrainians have
to show, that they can fight everywhere in their country, like Crimea, as well as that they can be
active on the soil of the aggressor. Let's see whether we will get good and reliable information about
what has happened.

Friday 08/19/2022 –  6:09 PM

"Crimea Holiday Video" – some in Germany think that the "Crimea Holiday Video" made by the
Ukrainian defense ministry is disgusting. Twerps!
I had a lot to laugh, watching it – what a nice middle finger, directly pointed into Putin's face, and
all those Russians who think that Crimea is a nice Russian holiday resort now.
Crimea  is  Ukraine,  and  it  has  to  stay  Ukraine,  everything  else  is  shit.  It's  important  that  the
Ukrainians make clear that the Russians will never be safe in Ukraine, as long as they wage this
fucking aggressive war. 
The Ukrainians win the information war, even with some fun, in completely unfunny days. They
will win this other war as well, they have to. We will have failed otherwise.

Thursday 08/18/2022 –  8:38 PM

Palestine – maybe it would be the time to liberate the Palestinian people from their fucking corrupt
leaders?

Wednesday 08/17/2022 –  8:19 PM

Cheney – very telling, at least about the GOP in Wyoming. Soon, the midterm elections.



Wednesday 08/17/2022 –  8:13 PM

"Rudy" – fine, but it's the orange anti-democratic racist Nazi that counts. Not much time left until
the midterms. 

Tuesday 08/16/2022 –  5:09 PM

Crimea – Ukrainians attack the Crimea? Well, it's their soil, the Russians are the bloody occupiers -
Königberg and Danzig have to get back in German hand! 
Well, what Kaliningrad concerns, I'm uncertain whether they are that happy to be Russians or not.
Maybe not Germany, but what about Poland or Lithuania? Could be, maybe, one should ask them,
ask them what happened in Königsberg after the war? 
Whatever, the Crimea belongs to Ukraine, and it's never acceptable that it should become a part of
Russia again. If, then Kaliningrad has to become German again, as well as Gdańsk. And of course,
Reichsitalien (Imperial Italy) back to Germany! 

Tuesday 08/16/2022 –  4:50 PM

On The Long Run – could it be, that, on the long run, all could develop onto a good direction? The
Taliban shows how uncapable they are to run a nation, Putin has to wage a war in Crimea now,
women in Saudi Arabia win more and more rights, slowly but constantly. Could there be some
hope, at least, not in a near future, but in a far future, that the human race would come to one's right
senses, would exhaust all it's positive and creative capabilities? Sometimes even I have some of this
strange thoughts and moods.

Sunday 08/14/2022 –  6:39 PM

Afghanistan, A Year After – somebody surprised? Really? What about the return of the former till
the bones corrupt president? Taking the Afghan people serious? Oh, come on, Peter! Don't be silly!

Sunday 08/14/2022 –  6:33 PM

Rushdie – well,  religious fundamentalists  around the world.  They are fucking in Iran,  they are
fucking in the USA, they are fucking in Europe. The difference is, they rule in Iran, they will never
rule in a European country (Are you really confident about that, Peter?), but in the USA they could
rule (If they not already do.). Fight the religious fundamentalist all around the world, they are the
devil's seed! 

Thursday 08/11/2022 –  8:06 PM

Selah Sue – on social media, Facebook, talked about her problems with depressions, that she has
once more. It's heartbreaking, it has to be awful to struggle with these difficulties. I'm only pissed
off, seeing all the shit this fucking asshole humans are doing around the world. I hope that she will
get through it, she's the next musician I wanna see live on stage, and I'm confident that it would be
an impressive moment in my life again, as last time in Munich. Get through it! 



Thursday 08/11/2022 –  7:57 PM

Ukraine - fuck the Russian!

Tuesday 08/09/2022 –  4:38 PM

Dems – Congratulations!

Tuesday 08/09/2022 –  4:33 PM

The Orange Monkey - fuck him, fuck him deep in his racist Nazi ass!

Thursday 08/04/2022 –  8:28 PM

Brittney Griner - was stupid, what she did. The sentence? Well, it's fucking corrupt fascist Russia,
Putin's judges like Adolf's judges, it was never a matter of a fair trial. Surprised? Still so naive?
Maybe no longer travel to Russia? We have to defeat Adolf Putin and his fascist regime....................

Thursday 08/04/2022 –  8:21 PM

Viktor Mihály Orbán In US – well, wannabe dictators love other wannabe dictators. Dogs like to
sniff at other dogs asses, they are of the same kind.

Thursday 08/04/2022 –  8:14 PM

China – the same posers as Russia. Why can we not stand together to kick Putin's ass, to concentrate
on Xi's ass then? But as long as we have the enemy at home, anti-democrats from right and left,
racists and fascists? Well, maybe we should see how weak China is, firing missiles, pissed like a
stubborn child in the sandbox?

Tuesday 08/02/2022 –  6:38 PM

Assassinate A Terrorist – should this be okay? A person who kills innocent people to frighten other
(innocent) people? Yeah...........why not! A Nazi who wants to kill me, why it shouldn't be allowed
to I kill him? 

Tuesday 08/02/2022 –  6:31 PM

Pelosi – China not tells us, to what democratic nations it's allowed for us to travel, and to which not.
Not Putin, nor Xi. Nazi, right-wing, nationalistic dictatorships? Or communist, left-wing ones? It's
all the same shit, the same human-hating shit, the non-acceptance of free and individual humans. 

Monday 07/25/2022 –  8:45 AM



Myanmar -  if  asking the people,  they want  to have democracy.  But  as  long as  the democratic
nations not stand for them, they will have no real chance. Hongkong?

Monday 07/25/2022 –  8:36 PM

Pope - go back to the Vatican and shut your mouth! One of your predecessors was unable to say
distinct words about Hitler - well, was it because he killed Jews and gays and suchlike people? No
words about the dramatic situation in the USA? Hungary, Poland? What about some words about
the Russian state church and its money and war hungry leader? Well, do some folklore, it's not so
binding and risky.

Sunday 07/24/2022 –  10:36 AM

Why? - why we still speak with Russia? They hear only one message currently, and it's fucking to
say: Weapons! Give the Ukrainians the weapons they need, Russia is in a bad position! They give us
gas again? Would they do it if they were in a strong position? Not that much happens in Ukraine,
the Russian offensive? If Ukraine survives, will win this war, and they have to win this war. When
Putin will be history, and Putin has to become history, than because of the support from the United
States.  Yes,  also  Europe helps  them,  but  Europe without  the  USA? It's  a  shame,  Ukraine  is  a
European country, that wants to become a member of the EU and NATO. We should be ashamed.

Wednesday 07/20/2022 –  8:52 PM

USA, Implementation  Of  Political  Change?  — climate  change,  others?  Get  rid  of  the  fucking
filibuster, expand the Supreme Court. Show some backbone, Democrats, nuts, if you like, where are
the brave US soldiers, the fight for democracy around the world? Maybe it wouldn't be the worst
idea to ensure democracy, to create real democracy, in your country first? Whatever, we European
countries need by no means US education regarding democracy, in no aspect. 

Tuesday 07/19/2022 –  2:21 PM

Erdoğan – okay, enough is enough! Show this wanker his limits, if not happy with us then he should
leave NATO and join Russia and China. Why can we not act once with self-confidence?

Sunday 07/17/2022 –  4:22 PM

You Have To – I'm convinced about it,  you have to change society, you would have to change
society. Climate change – we fail. Making the world more equal and fair – we fail. Learning from
history and being able to  omit  extreme positions,  especially in politics  and economy – we fail
totally. 
We aren't even able in Germany, to implement a speed limit on freeways. Over the prior terms in
office, the incompetent secretaries of transportation from the CSU costed the taxpayers billions of
Euros. Now the wanker from the FDP obstructs ever attempt to implement a speed limit. Well, his
boss Christian the Most Clever wants to drive with his  Porsche as fast as possible on German
freeways also in the future – what a Punch-and-Judy show! We aren't even able to do that, how shall
one ponder only a second about, whether we will be able to solve the massive issues?



I feel sick, in a sick world, surrounded by sick people. Haven't I wrote yesterday that I've nearly the
feeling that I could develop into an optimist? Nah, never ever!     

Sunday 07/10/2022 –  1:56 PM

The FDUSA - I would place it as a threat, as a very seriously meant threat, if the USA further on
develops in this Taliban direction, with this radical religious fundamentalists in the Supreme Court
and  parliament,  that  I  would  form the  FDUSA.  The  "Free  and Democratic  United  Nations  of
America", formed by the West Coast States Washington, Oregon and California. This new nation
would be one of the most powerful economic nations on earth. Of course, other states could join, if
willing to accept democratic rules - the New England States maybe, New York, of course.......the
rest could form the TLUSA, the "Taliban-Like United States of America" and could discover what a
weak bunch they are. But the threat would have to be serious, and that's the problem - the lefties,
always words, but seldom action, nearly never serious action.

Friday 07/08/2022 –  8:30 PM

Assassination - well,  said it often enough, even to kill a tyrant is a questionable matter for me.
Killing Donald Duck would not "kill" / stop McConnell, Cruz, DeSantis.......the US version of the
Taliban. Killing a politician like Shinzō Abe is pure terrorism. The next sad aspect of this time, the
next sad evening.
I feel sad, we cannot accept other opinions, we cannot discuss questions, we have to wipe out all
who not agree with us.
George W. Bush: "Every nation, in every region, now has a decision to make. Either you are with
us, or you are with the terrorists."
Hillary Clinton:  "Every nation has to either be with us, or against us."
The fucking US black-and-white shit!

Thursday 07/07/2022 –  11:50 AM

Conservatives – why do conservatives always support their "leaders" until the bitter end, no matter
how disgusting they are acting? Great Britain and the USA are only the tip of the iceberg. Well, I
would say, that's a fine illustration how power greedy this people are. If someone else lies, what a
disgust! If Boris or Donald lied, this was absolutely acceptable, they gave us the power! What a
greedy and disgusting bunch they are!

Thursday 07/07/2022 –  11:45 AM

Boris – goodbye Boris, I will not miss you greedy toxic male wanker! But the list is long – Putin,
Cruz,  Bolsonaro, Erdoğan..........

Tuesday 07/05/2022 –  6:28 PM

Supreme Court – expand this corrupt institution, get rid of the fucking filibuster finally now! It's
still  time to act,  but not so much longer! Even Mike Pence acted! The Weimarian Republic of
United States of America! The 20s were the beginning, the 30s the downfall, the 40s the horror! The
Germans elected their fate, and were unable to stop it! Why history always repeats itself?



Sunday 07/03/2022 –  2:49 PM

Ukraine Losing? - is Ukraine on its way of losing the war? If, if, then we, Europe together with the
USA, are the wankers who have betrayed the Ukrainians. Well, is Europe together with the USA
such  a  bunch  of  wankers?  Well,  the  Kurds  in  Iraq,  the  opposition  in  Iran,  the  Srebrenica
Genocide...........no, no way, Europe together with the USA are the most honorable and consistent
people on earth! I mean, the USA alone, this shiny beacon for the world, not to say for the universe?
They fight for us, so we say, it's crucial for us that they will not lose – why then we're incapable to
move our asses? Could it be that we're only a bunch of bigmouths who betray those at the end,
those who stand up and fight? We could ask the Kurds, suppressed and combated by NATO member
Turkey, but why we should? Do not say it loud, but it's to fear that we wouldn't like their answer.   

Thursday 06/30/2022 – 7:54 PM

Macron – kiss Le Pen's ass, lick her boots – shiny, shiny shoes of leather, taste the whip. Assholes
like you will never learn the lesson. 

Thursday 06/30/2022 – 7:48 PM

Erdoğan – give Erdoğan everything he wants......you assholes will never learn your lessons!

Wednesday 06/29/2022 – 8:48 PM

Ghislaine Maxwell – okay, so far. What about all the royals, wealthy, and celebrities who were
"friends" of her end Epstein? Please, Peter, you cannot harm this kind of people with court trials.
Can you imagine, one could charge anti-democrats and traitors like McConnell or Cruz? Come on,
they are good people who pray every day to God, like Putin and his clerical cocksucker.

Tuesday 06/28/2022 – 8:04 PM

Committee – what an anti-democratic radical this president had been, you nearly could call him a
Nazi or so. Oh, I did this already years ago, was disappointed by the actions of the Democrats and
the media like CNN. Is it that difficult to spot one of this toxic fascist males like Putin, or Donald
Duck? I do not think so! - Drag him to court! 

Monday 06/27/2022 – 8:36 PM

Supreme What? — I hope that the Democrats will react fast. Let's expand the Supreme Court, for
instance. What about a United States for the holy conservatives and another United States for the
devilish liberals? It would be interesting to see in what a way the two United States would develop.
Maybe an independent California would be a good beginning.

Sunday 06/26/2022 – 8:48 PM



Taliban USA – congrats from the Taliban, the USA knows how to treat women. The weak Taliban
males and the weak US right-winger males, what a mix! How weak one have to be to get that
radical? Look at McConnell, Cruz, or the Nazi living in Florida now, what pitiful males they are?
And a woman like Green? Never said that all women are strong, there are also weak pitiful women.
Only that I see much less of them!

Sunday 06/26/2022 – 8:43 PM

G7 – does anybody expect any substantial outcome?

Friday 06/24/2022 – 7:36 PM

Welcome To Stone Age – if this judgement will not play into the hands of the Democrats, then this
will be very telling. Either the Democrats are totally incapable, or the United States is decaying
finally into a mullah state. The election in a few months will be crucial.
What about trying to modernize your political system? Fuck, this would need Dems who are truly
interested in reforms.

Friday 06/24/2022 – 9:36 AM

Dr. Dietmar Bartsch - yeah, you clever "knowers" from "Die Linke"! Putin is the swine, he started
the war, he's not interested in peace talks, kiss Putin's cock you left-wing coward, dream about
communist Germany – oh, you're a socialist, no communist? Are you certain? I would call me a
socialist, like Bernie, but I hate Putin and name him a Nazi swine! Oh, you do not know how to
bring Putin to the table for peace talks? – You're such a radical left-wing wanker!

Friday 06/24/2022 – 9:31 AM

Friendship – Putin and Xi? Come on, learn from history, they are the twins of Hitler and Stalin.
Their "friendship" is not worth the paper it's written on. We should be more self-confident and
consistent. 

Friday 06/24/2022 – 9:27 AM

The German Hesitancy – wow, in talk shows and suchlike? They talk about that there's no free press
in Russia and suchlike. It's funny, how they avoid saying: Like in Germany after ´33. Come on,
name him as what he is, a ruthless Nazi swine!   

Thursday 06/23/2022 – 9:18 PM

EU -  Moldova and Ukraine,  congratulations!  A right  step,  but  others  have to  follow.  Fast  and
consistent.  

Tuesday 06/21/2022 – 8:20 PM



Committee  –  as  long  as  "they"  are  not  hauled  to  court,  the  complete  "inner  circle"  first  and
foremost, nothing will change at the end. Nice program on CNN, but they are watching Fox, if not
even worse "news sources". 

Sunday 06/19/2022 – 8:19 PM

France – to have to govern with the opposition shouldn't be the worst in a democracy. So, I cannot
see that the – most likely – election outcome in France should be a problem.

Sunday 06/19/2022 – 8:10 PM

AfD - is it still possible that someone, only slightly a democrat, is capable to elect this party? I hope
that this is the beginning of the final end of this right-wing bunch. And the "Die Linke" can also
disappear, no need for communists in the Bundestag.  

Sunday 06/19/2022 – 6:17 PM

Three Horsemen – haven't it be four? Three amigos in Ukraine, Mexican standoff? There was a
fourth  from an  Eastern  nation  who  had  to  travel  separately?  Whatever,  the  toughest  one  was
definitively the German one, Olaf the Big Hitter.
I do not know what the Ukraine president felt, as he welcomed them – I would have asked them if
they were here to continuing to cheat me.   

Monday 06/13/2022 – 7:14 PM

Hey, CNN – do we have seen the same? "Very strong"? I have seen and heard nothing new, have I
missed something? I have told him.....my conviction was.......Bill  Barr? Who's interested in Bill
Barr? If this will be everything that you can offer, please stop it immediately! This will become the
same nonstarter as the two(!) impeachments, if they will not present something more substantial.
Charge them or let it be, maybe it would be better to concentrate on the midterm elections? Do I
live in a parallel universe, or CNN? Well,........CNN has the professionals, so.............Germany in the
20s, be rational when dealing with rational matters, otherwise..........but I'm only a stupid old man
living in old Europe, Germany.

Sunday 06/12/2022 – 8:12 PM

Agreement On Gun Control? — are you kidding me? Okay, "it's only a framework"..........– sorry,
this is total crap! This part of the United States is disgusting, this is crazy shit! Biden, "important
steps" - are you such corrupt now? Why'm I pissed off? Let's spend your vacation in Portugal. There
they aren't  gun crazy and do not  think that slaughtered children are the price of your personal
freedom. I have to puke!

Saturday 06/11/2022 – 7:18 PM

Meaningful Change? — we're talking about guns, do we? Surprise me, Miss America, surprise me.
Whereby......I expect nothing, Miss America, from you. Nice make-up, Miss America, but the reality



is grim. 

Tuesday 06/07/2022 – 8:30 PM

Johnson – the beginning of his end? Would be good, one of this toxic bigmouth male leaders less.
Okay, there would be a successor, but maybe........at least not such a wanker like Boris the Asshole
(No, I do not speak about the German Boris in English prison. Whereby, he's also one of this toxic
male  wankers).  Boris  as  a  start,  then  Orbán,  Bolsonaro,  Erdoğan......who  knows,  maybe  even
today's Hitler named Putin? Let me dream, might be it even could happen..........
But let's speak plainly. Boris is an arrogant swine, like this American, who was not interested in the
poor.  Boris  is  power hungry,  his  bitch money hungry.  Both are arrogant and like to  wallow in
privileges,  privileges  they show them, that they are "better  people" than the "ordinary people".
Fuck, I've elected Gerhard even twice...........  

Monday 06/06/2022 – 3:59 PM

Macron - still Putin's cocksucker? Would be truly interested in, why you and Olaf have to phone so
often with Hitler clone Putin and what you have to ensure him. Try it with a rim job!
Putin has to fail completely, best would be that he ends up in a coffin!  

Sunday 06/05/2022 – 8:21 PM

What's A Life Worth? – we should come to the point that life as such is a value......what, we have
already come to that point?  Ah, especially in (Western) Europe,  the Age of Enlightenment and
suchlike? But also the rest of the civilized world? What the fuck I've overseen?
Honestly, looking at the world I had the feeling..........what, I'm fundamentally wrong? Only the
corrupt nations, the nations of evil? What nations these are, I would like to ask? Ah, the nations who
are not "on our side" and do not carry on commerce with us. I do understand. The Saudi Arabians
are good because they give us oil, but the Taliban are bad because they do not share "our values".
Putin is a good guy as long as he gives us gas and oil and only slaughters people in Chechnya, but
doing the same in Ukraine means that he's the bad guy now. Wow, how simple the world can be!
I feel sick sometimes, sometimes I'm just grossed out by these humans............what, I'm one of
them? Well, maybe, one day, someone will tell me the truth, that I'm an alien, from another world,
far  away  from  this  shitty  planet,  stranded  only  on  it,  because  of.............dream  your  little
dreams.......... 

Tuesday 05/31/2022 – 8:19 PM

Under Pressure – well, not the song, even if this is definitely no David Bowie highlight for me, I
would prefer the song now.
Ukraine under pressure, Europe gets lamer and lamer, thanks to fucking Orbán this time, but are
Germany and France better? Maybe it would be better for the two "guys", not phone so often with
Putin, but instead with the man "who fights for our all democracy"?
If Ukraine fails thanks to too lame sanctions and a too hesitant support with weapons, then we're the
assholes and swines who've bred the next Hitler.
Big mouths, weak politicians...........and Germany on the frontline.   



Friday 05/27/2022 – 6:50 PM

Searching for The Right discussion? — what the hell for a question is this? A fucking gun
crazy nation, the most guns per person in the world, with fucking gun laws, by the NRA
bought politicians? The only nation such events happen regularly and in such a gravity –
why the fuck one should have to ask what the right discussion would be?
The USA is sometimes only a fucking shit nation! But hey, let us pray and waiting until the
next children or concert-goers have to die, it's simply a part of the culture of our wonderful
nation, this wonderful shiny beacon for the world.

Wednesday 05/25/2022 – 8:03 PM

????????????????????? - ?????????????????????

Sunday 05/22/2022 – 8:04 PM

Loss Of Prosperity – because of the war in Ukraine, because of inflation, because of higher
prices for gas and oil and food? Well, do not fear, as long as not already poor or part of the
so-called middle class. Do not tax the rich and those who profit from war, this could hurt
our economy. 
What does one need for a living? A communist question, at least if the answer is, not a 200
million dollar yacht and suchlike? The oligarchs worked hard for their money, the Russian
ones as well as the American ones – Germany? The right people have to decide what the
right political and economic decisions are – Amazon knows best what's the best for their
workers.
What does one need? Maybe enough food, a home, security? Well, freedom and suchlike?
We cannot even ensure  that  everyone has  enough to eat,  how many homeless  in  L.A.?
Security, what a joke. We cannot even ensure the most basic needs for everyone, what a
disgrace. 
Money is the anthem of success – yeah, Ms. Grant, we would need much more than the bad
revolution.    

Saturday 05/21/2022 – 8:36 PM

Zelensky A Saint? — no, not at all! The western nations did everything right without any
ulterior motives? Gosh, of course not! The USA, the most democratic nation – and of course
the oldest – not acting self-interested? You're kidding? Can you remember the story about
the weapons of mass destruction.......?
Of all this and all the others one could mention, what has to be the conclusion? Well, I
would say that Russia is the fucking aggressor, that many have to be punished, that Putin
has to follow his idol. Everything else is a different discussion, a discussion for after the
war, when the war will be won. Putin planned this all for years, developed many misleading
stories, like the so-called threat that NATO has become. Russia has to become a democratic
nation – maybe the USA as well? And Europe has to find clear words and actions to react to
the fucking actions of Hungary and Turkey – those two wanna wannabe Hitlers.    



Tuesday 05/17/2022 – 5:41 PM

Losing War – Russia on the way to lose the war? Russia could escalate its war, but this
would also escalate the reactions. Is there hope that it all could have a "good" outcome?
Well,  Europe,  the  manner of  the  Hungarian and Turkish political  leaders,  this  wannabe
Putins? The USA, not far for losing it all? Wasn't there something called climate change?
The  Taliban  in  Afghanistan?  Our  new  friends,  where  we  buy  our  oil  now?  The  fine
American fracking gas? One could run mad, would one really concern about all of this. I
should have a savarin with marmalade.  

Sunday 05/15/2022 – 2:06 PM

Sweden And Finland – welcome! Fuck the Turkish wankers, fuck wannabe Putin Erdoğan!

Sunday 05/15/2022 – 10:54 AM

Mass Shooting – again, and again, and again, and again.........brutal racism, Roe, money
crazy............the USA, the tumbling giant.
Russia is ultimately no longer a superpower, the USA how long? Until ultimately destroyed
by the conservatives, the GOP, the nationalists.........? China as the "laughing third party"
(lachender Dritter)? Well, theoretically there would be still Europe, but only theoretically....!

Wednesday 05/11/2022 – 7:54 PM

Bigotry – we Germans have killed millions in Ukraine in the most brutal way, but of course,
we  German  thinkers  can  –  no,  have  to  –  teach  them.  We  Germans,  with  the  brutal
experience of this devastating war......what, we have started this war? What, there's right
now a war in Ukraine? The Ukrainians have this  war experience just  right now? Okay,
maybe, but can this be seen equal to what the Germans have experienced, as they massacred
millions in Ukraine and other Eastern European countries? No, and therefore we have to
teach this Eastern European nations, that's the German mission in Eastern Europe! 
Eastern European nations  have said that  Nord Stream 2 is  a  danger?  Hey,  you Eastern
European nations have not to teach Germany, we know everything better. Hey, you Eastern
European nations red-flagged Putin? Don't be silly, we Germans are knowing that he's a
good guy, we have perfect connections with Putin, Gerhard is just the tip of the iceberg.
The German arrogance is  sometimes hardly  to  bear,  thinking to  be  the  world's  teacher.
Especially regarding the Eastern part of Europe, the lost "Lebensraum". We have defeated
this East European nations, it's horrible. Maybe we should get off the high horse, we're the
assholes presently, with empty gas tanks, depending on Russian gas and oil. But hey, why
this should hinder us to teach others, especially the Ukrainians. You had nothing to stop us
and our cruelty, the Russians had to do this for you!
The Ukrainians should speak with the Russians to find a compromise – what advice! The
Jews should have spoken with Hitler, a compromise would have been possible. Hey, perhaps



Donald Duck isn't that much a ruthless racist, one simply should speak with him? Wow,
what a simple world this could be, a world where a few would terrorize the rest. I see them
cheering in  India and Pakistan,  and especially  in  North Korea.  Bingo,  we have nuclear
weapons, we can do whatever we wanna, the German intellectuals will support us anyway.
There was this thinking, once, that not the most brutal and relentless ones.........but maybe
this is simply no German thinking, we, those who have gained so much insight, in the years
of suffering, the years of the big war and thereafter.
I  have to puke,  and I'm running mad thinking,  that  this  maybe couldn't  be Germany,  a
wonderful sunny day, but Ukraine, in the third month of war – after several years of war. I
do not feel good. 

Sunday 05/08/2022 – 11:15 AM

Alice Schwarzer And Her Letter – well, Alice, you once called yourself a feminist? And in
fact, you and your magazine "Emma" did a lot for women's rights in Germany, but today?
Aren't there women in Ukraine, raped and killed by Russians? Women's rights in Russia? A
free press in Russia? Could it be that you've lost orientation somewhat? You are fucking
enough to  say  about  the  Ukrainian  President  Volodymyr Zelensky:  "Ich  bedauere,  dass
Selenskyj nicht aufhört zu provozieren" (I regret that Zelensky does not stop provoking) –
are you crazy!
This is the fucking shit with this "German intellectuals". Zelensky provokes, and Putin has
to keep his face. The Ukrainians have to make compromises to end this war, Putin will be
our future partner in Russia. I have to puke, that's so shitty!
Joe Biden voiced it, Putin has to become history, the Russians have to get weakened. They
have to lose this war completely, this has to become a total failure for them – yes, you're
right Mr. Putin, denazification will  be necessary. And you, the prime Nazi,  have to end
behind bars or in a coffin.  

Saturday 05/07/2022 – 6:01 PM

Nuclear War – impossible? No, but should this mean: Get nuclear weapons, and you can commit
any  crime?  Then  welcome  Iran  and  other  nations,  nice  that  India  and  Pakistan  have  nuclear
weapons, as well as North Korea. Kissing Putin's ass would make the world definitively safer –
maybe getting rid of this fucking asshole males? 

Wedesday 05/04/2022 – 5:44 PM

Open Letter – wow, the German intellectuals have spoken, and I have to vomit! This is so ugly and
sarcastic, so misanthropic. I'm very happy to say, that I never saw me as an intellectual – why has
the Ukraine stop fighting, I thought that the fucking Russians have started the war? We need peace
talks and the Ukrainians have to offer compromises? What a fucking shit is this? Apart from that the
Ukrainians have already offered compromises, the fucking Russians are the warmongers who are
not interested in peace! These intellectual wankers should travel to Moscow to join Gerhard for
sucking Putin's cock! I'm upset to have to read this shit, from Germans – weren't we the ones who
committed the most horrible war crimes in Ukraine? But hey, we have to understand Putin – what!
We have to do everything that he loses this war, his face, his liberty, and maybe his life! This is the
fucking truth!



Tuesday 05/03/2022 – 18:36 PM

Roe – the USA is sometimes simply a shit country, half of the people lower educated, living in the
Middle Ages. Would Biden have the nuts to expand the Supreme Court, to end the shitty filibuster?
Anyway, the election at the end of the year will become very telling.

Tuesday 05/03/2022 – 16:12 PM

Sweden and Finland – welcome to NATO, show the Russians the middle finger.

Tuesday 05/03/2022 – 16:03 PM

Olaf – you're such a little hypocrite wanker, you're not travelling to Kyiv because of Walter? Fuck
you Olaf, you're such a sucker!

Sunday 05/01/2022 – 2:13 PM

White House Correspondents' Dinner – good speech, pointing for instance on the Fox News liars. It
will hopefully have a good outcome at the end of the year and in 2024.

Wednesday 04/27/2022 – 8:46 PM

Putin's Fools – stop being Putin's fools. Putin cannot wage a nuclear war, he would have no change
to wage war with NATO. Putin is at his end, he's not even able to siege Kyiv, not even able to storm
a steel plant, the ship is already sunk, first the ship Moskva, now the city. Be more bold, Lavrov is a
wanker like the Nazi wankers around good old Adolf.

Tuesday 04/26/2022 – 8:38 PM

Germany? –  wow, now tanks? Why this fucking Germany needs always such a fucking long time
to do the next fucking right step? Fucking Germany!

Tuesday 04/26/2022 – 8:38 PM

Turkey – Erdoğan is also one of this modern Hitlers, said it often enough.

Tuesday 04/26/2022 – 8:38 PM

Musk – this is definitely no good news. Well, fuck Twitter, was never interested in. Let it die.

Sunday 04/24/2022 – 8:12 PM



Election – two sudden feelings. Well, again with a substantial lead. But, over forty percentages for
the France Nazi? At least the insight, that even the soft-soaping far right-winger could not get the
majority. Thanks, France.

Sunday 04/24/2022 – 4:36 PM

Eastern - the Russians pray to their God, for winning the war. The Ukrainians pray to their God, for
winning the war.  Is  it  the same God? Which God exists?  Maybe we should ponder on human
responsibility?

Saturday 04/23/2022 – 7:53 PM

The  German  Hitler  –  the  German  Hitler  was  the  end  of  all  the  German  "Großmachtsträume"
(dreams of a great power status). But it was also the beginning of the friendship between France and
Germany, after being arch enemies for centuries. The founding of the EU, and much more. Let's
make that the Russian Hitler becomes the same for Eastern Europe. In one aspect he's right, we
need a realignment of (Eastern) Europe.

Tuesday 04/19/2022 – 7:44 PM

Schwesig In Trouble? - well, no problem. If she loses her office - what I hope, even that she's from
the SPD - she could join Gerhard and become a Putin lovely. Has always been a Putin fan so far,
until recently - does anything have changed? Well, so far, he slaughtered only the people in Syria, or
Chechnya. Now he slaughters our friends in Ukraine, and this is absolutely not acceptable - maybe
later some business again? - Money has no smell! 

Monday 04/18/2022 – 8:40 PM

Mariupol Will Fall – it seems only a matter of time, a short time. Europe and the USA have to do
everything to  let  this  war become the ultimate Russian failure.  Russia  has to  get  defeated like
Germany after WWII, this Russian system has to perish. But as long as assholes like Boris and the
City of London are getting horny, when thinking of the Oligarchs billions? Brave New World. 

Saturday 04/16/2022 – 7:59 PM

The Ultimate Battle – quiet in Ukraine now, at least relatively quiet. Soon the big battle will begin,
do the Russians respect Eastern? Whatever, it will become the ultimate battle, and it has to become
Putin's  Stalingrad.  If  the  Europeans  and  the  US  will  fail  therein,  to  support  and  enable  the
Ukrainians to do it for all of us, especially the fucking Germans, then dark clouds will cover the
European and US sky. Again, many Russian soldiers have to die – what an irony. The last time they
died to defeat the German Hitler.  This time they have to die so that the Russian Hitler  can be
defeated. History can be awful and disgusting.

Friday 04/15/2022 – 6:07 PM

Steinmeier? - an insult? German politicians say that Ukraine should adhere at least somewhat to



diplomatic conventions – what a shit is this? Steinmeier continued the policy of his buddy Gerhard,
all said that Nord Stream 2 is shit, especially also the Baltic nations. They die every day in Ukraine,
the Germans are not able (willing) to stop gas and oil, but Ukraine should behave "appropriate"?
The fucking face of the German arrogance! If one should be ashamed, then Germany and fucking
Steinmeier!

Friday 04/15/2022 – 5:10 PM

Flagship  Sunk? – it  would  be  a  humiliation  for  the  Russians  should  the  Ukrainian  army have
destroyed this ship. But, if it was a Russian failure, the humiliation would be even harder! Oil and
gas embargo now, the Russians are at the brink! Yes, they can still commit awful crimes and cause a
lot of pain and suffering, but it has to be ended now. It feels like a flashback, Hitler during the
second half, maybe the last third, of his war. Belief Ms. Newsom, the end is near, you can just see it,
if you're brave enough.

This not excludes that it will become a horrible end, but it has to end.

Thursday 04/14/2022 – 8:28 PM

Fucking War Ship – Ukraine? If yes, congratulations! Yes, I know, Russian soldiers died, but what
would be the alternative? The Russian Hitler has to die, and his henchmen. Like Saddam in the dirt
hole, they are such weak wankers in the end.

Thursday 04/14/2022 – 8:21 PM

Finland  –  join  NATO,  forget  the  Russian  toothless  tiger!  The Russian  Hitler  will  fail  like  the
German Hitler failed, the Greater Russian Reich will never become real like the Greater German
Reich. Be the cool Finns, like you always be!

Wednesday 04/13/2022 – 4:47 PM

Ukraine – the Russians will start a massive campaign. Give Ukraine all the weapons they need and
can use, if you're not willing to do more. Do at least that!

Monday 04/11/2022 – 10:26 AM

Mandatory Vaccination – German policy at its best! Fuck the FDP, they are not liberals, they are
fucking bloody social Darwinists! It's a shame, in what a way Germany presents oneself to the
world. Not only the pandemic – we were once the paragon of the world, at the beginning of the
pandemic – also regarding Ukraine, for instance.

Friday 04/08/2022 – 8:26 PM

Congratulations!



Monday 04/04/2022 – 7:31 PM

War Crimes? – come on, why should Russia commit war crimes? It's a war, Russia has to annihilate
this fascist cancerous ulcer in Ukraine, sometimes you have nearly to kill the patient to kill the
cancerous ulcer.
Wow, it's so shocking, the hypocrisy regarding that Russia commits war crimes – no one expected
this! What, the Ukrainians said that they did this since years in the occupied parts of Ukraine –
Syria.........? Could be? But what we could have done to stop Putin?
I'm sick of this fucking shit! This is a bloody war to destroy a free nation. What you would assume
in what a way such a war will be waged? There was this fascist who started a war and committed
awful war crimes in Ukraine – what was his name? Two possible answers: Hitler or Putin – chose
one of the names!    

Sunday 04/03/2022 – 1:39 PM

FDP Works Together With The AfD? - what a lousy bunch this FDP is. Ruthless behavior of a single
group is not freedom, it's simply social Darwinism – oh, now I understand why you work together
with the anti-democratic right-wingers from the AfD! 

Sunday 04/03/2022 – 1:33 PM

Amazon  Is  Disappointed?  -  Amazon  knows  best  what's  the  best  for  their  workers?  Wake  up,
American  workforce,  this  is  no communism,  you  know best  what's  good for  you,  not  fucking
ruthless billionaire Bezos. As well as not the fucking ruthless millionaires from the conservative
side.

Saturday 04/02/2022 – 8:43 PM

Will Smith – my goodness, have you seen this! Was never a Will Smith fan - not comedy, not
music, not movies. Wow, one nigger slapped another nigger because this nigger made a joke about
the first nigger's ill nigger wife – this has to have consequences! Will Smith has to go to Ophra to
ask for forgiveness!
There was this "president" who called his people scum and vermin – no, not the German Hitler, nor
the Russian Hitler? There's this pathetic Moscow Mitch, ruthless swines like Jordan and Cruz. But
hey, they are no niggers, and they are true American conservatives!
Wow, what a scandal! The Sacklers and Waltons, Bezos and Musk – but hey, they all are no niggers!
But, this nigger slapped another nigger....... - but he disturbed the holy Oscars? Well, I'm a European
barbarian, maybe that's the reason why I can see now scandal, at least no real one. Sad America!  

Thursday 03/31/2022 – 9:40 PM

A Toothless Tiger – now everyone can see it, fucking Putin is a little filthy wanker, not even able to
sell his gas for his fucking Rubles. What will hurt us will kill him, maybe we're too much as he
wants us to be?
Putin is Hitler after D-Day, the allies in the Normandy, it will be only a matter of time now. The
allies – among them Russia! – did not stop, they continued their fight until the end, gave Germany a
new chance, to become the democracy Germany is today. Also the Russian people have deserved a



new chance – Putin has to go, into jail or a coffin.
If we stay strong for a minute, Putin will be history. A united Ukraine, a member in the EU, a
member in NATO. As well as Finland, for instance. This war shows that being united is the key to
survive.  

Sunday 03/27/2022 – 8:00 PM

Saarland  –  well,  that's  an  interesting  election  result.  SPD  most  probably  outright  majority,
congratulations! It's a real pity that the Green Party in the Saarland is a real disaster. Whatever, let's
see what the final result will be.

Sunday 03/27/2022 – 1:12 PM

Ukraine – why it's not possible for the NATO to show strength, not the guts for red lines? NBC
weapons should be a red line, for instance. It must demand a NATO answer, a clearly advertised
answer.
Putin  is  Hitler,  and Hitler  was a  little  small  wanker,  a  coward.  His  only "strength"  was to  be
ruthless, to be a psycho, to be able to fool the other nations. And that others around him were the
same,  as  around the  Orange  Monkey.  And that  the  "economic  elite"  scented  big  business,  big
money,  as around the Orange Monkey.
We should be braver, "we" should let us not be fooled by a Hitler again, says the guy born and
living in the Hitler nation.

Saturday 03/26/2022 – 7:40 PM

Biden's Speech – somewhat pathetic, but at such times? You know the Polish history of the last
years - PiS? Well, and Hungary?
I liked it to hear the speech, what he said about Putin. He has called him a war criminal already. It
will be interesting to see, what the result of these words will be.
Well, Putin behind bars or in a coffin, together with his henchmen like Lavrov. I've said this before,
I still dream about it.

Wednesday 03/23/2022 – 6:36 PM

Terrorizing Civilians – see the fucking Russians in Ukraine, or were it the Americans in Vietnam, or
the French in Algeria, or........gosh, the Germans in so many countries, especially in Belarus and in
Ukraine?
Could we not come at least to that point, that war is fucking stupid shit? Well, the German foreign
minister buys oil.............do they not fight a bloody war? Well, we need the oil, the ecomomy has to
prosper, nothing else matters.
I've problems, and definitively not only one. Some have only one problem, how to survive the
coming day. 

Monday 03/21/2022 – 8:41 PM

Maybe – a black female Supreme Court judge, maybe? Would be a sensation? If this tells you not
everything.........



Have we to talk about Kavanaugh and others now? No, let's hope that the sensation will happen
very soon!

Saturday 03/19/2022 – 6:44 PM

Ridiculous – German politicians, German politics. In talk shows - Lanz - or as a parliament. I've the
feeling that Germans will be not the most highly regarded people in Ukraine after this war, and I
will understand them. It's sad to see the action of too many German politicians - and I have to say it,
most of them are from the SPD. The "German Angst", I fear that we would have surrendered after
the first few days. What would have I done? How happy I am, not to have to answer this fucking
question!  

Wednesday 03/16/2022 – 7:46 PM

The Verdict – will this change something? Of course not, at least not regarding Putin. But it's a good
sign for the world, even if it's only a sign. And now about the war crimes.

Tuesday 03/15/2022 – 8:48 PM

War reporter – some say that war reporters are all in a way crazy people. How crazy one have to be
to travel to a war zone voluntarily to inform the world as good as possible? I hope that Putin's coffin
is already finished.   

Tuesday 03/15/2022 – 8:47 PM

Brave – The political leaders of Poland, Czech Republic, and Slovenia are traveling to Kyiv to visit
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Oleksandrovych Zelenskyy? Mateusz Morawiecki, Petr Fiala, and
Janez Janša. These are brave men - or Olaf.

Monday 03/14/2022 – 7:32 PM

Musk – you wanna fight with Putin, Ukraine is on stake. What a pathetic wanker you are,  the
incarnation oft the American asshole you are. Knew not that you own Ukraine and all Ukrainians
are your "niggers". If the Ukrainians do not need something currently, then an American jerk like
you, Elon! 

Sunday 03/13/2022 – 5:54 PM

Cyber.......?  – do I  not  see it,  or  where are all  this  devastating cyberattacks? Where is  this  big
Russian threat, Hillary? Besides the fact that you lost because of your fucking arrogance and not
because of a Russian interference, even in Ukraine, I see no effects.
Anonymous declared war on Russia, did they achieve anything so far? Is it like with AI? In my
youth, forty years ago they told you, no longer than the year 2000 and AI will outshine human
intelligence by far. Well, that not really happened. And cyberwar, also such a nice story, or do I not
see it? Why we hear nothing about the successes of Anonymous or US agencies? 
Interesting, this war gets waged with missiles, planes and mostly with tanks, nearly like a hundred



years ago, when this kind of war started. Maybe I simply do not see it.

Saturday 03/12/2022 – 1:20 PM

EU – no fast  track membership for Ukraine? You're such a fucking cowardly bunch! This will
mollify Mr. "I Give A Shit On Your Opinions" Putin? When you're starting to give a shit on Mr. "I'm
A Ruthless Nazi Swine Who Jerks Off When Thinking That Many Have To Die Because I like It To
Do So" Putin? Ukraine needs a binding agreement that it will become an EU member as fast as
possible, and the process has to start immediately. 
You cannot calm a dictator like Hitler, you cannot make agreements with him. You can only defeat
him, like Germany got defeated. Denazification yes, Russia needs denazification and Putin requires
his Nuremberg Trial – or his moment in the Fuehrer bunker.
Putin has to fail miserably, the only chance we have. Too long, as always, of course because of
economic interests, we gave him free rein. Like Xi in China or Modi in India. But hey, we defeated
Hussein,  we fight against  the evil Iran! Maybe we should revisit whom we define as our most
dangerous safety hazards?
 

Wednesday 03/09/2022 – 5:29 PM

Progress? -  strange signals from Russia? Do the sanctions show effect? If yes, then this has to be a
reason to strengthen them. There has to  be a distinct  aim,  to show that  such a  war cannot  be
successful.
Re-establishment  of  the  complete  Ukraine,  especially  also  the  Crimea.  Russia  has  to  pay war
reparations. Ukraine has to join the EU very fast, and also NATO. Putin has to spend the rest of his
life in jail, or in a coffin. But........
Okay, we buy no longer oil and gas from the Russian dictator, we buy our oil and gas from other
dictators worldwide from now on. Well,.....take a deep breath. The democratic nations worldwide
have to start to work together, this has to be the lesson.  

Tuesday 03/08/2022 – 6:14 PM

Sanctions – the USA and the UK, progress? Well, there will be no other way – the ruble has to
plunge into hell. If we have not the strength to bear this, who shall have? Again, the first nation
bankrupt will be Russia.   

Tuesday 03/08/2022 – 2:03 PM

Sanctions – what a pathetic tragedy. 

Joe "No Oil From Russia, But From Madruo" Biden? Why not buying our poisonous fracking gas? I
also  believe  that  fucking  Moscow Mitch  is  an  honorable  man and that  the  USA is  the  oldest
democracy and that the whole world looks up the hill to marvel at the shiny beacon, called the USA.

Boris  "I  Sanction  The  Oligarchs  Brutally,  But  Only That  It  Does  Not  Hurt  Them Too Much"
Johnson? Europe has to stand together as one, the NATO, I'm such a pussy, but I'm money-hungry
and my wife demands a certain life-style.

Europe "Putin Maybe Eventually Threatens To Stop The Gas Supplies We're Anxious Knowing



That Putin And The Oligarchs Are Needing The Money But We'Re Only Little Cowards"? What
shall one say to this?

We're little fucking cowards, we do worship the "powerful". The Dems in the United States should
wake up, but this  bunch of old white men and an old white woman? And Germany? Well, the
German Angst knows no limits, and it seems as that the phoniness of the SDP also - or Manuela?
Olaf`? But the German conservatives, not to mention the US conservatives? Sometimes, it all seems
so hopeless sometimes.  

Monday 03/07/2022 – 6:24 PM

The Hague – excellent, the way Ukraine acts at the International Criminal Court! 

Monday 03/07/2022 – 4:35 PM

Ruble – after a short rise the ruble plunged into a new deep, this makes me happy. I hope that this
will continue!

Saturday 03/05/2022 – 1:55 PM

Black Hawk Down – Ukrainians bring down a helicopter, most probably with a stinger missile. Like
in Afghanistan, the commentator says. And like in Afghanistan, inside the helicopter soldiers are
dying. But hey, these are the soldiers of evil, Russian soldiers!
Yeah, all the German soldiers in WWII had been monsters, and it had been a holy task to kill them.
Or........maybe they would have not fought this war, wouldn't there have been some – elected –
political leaders, our holy Fuehrer and his sadistic bunch, who had started the war?
Yeah,  "elected",  the  Germans  have  elected  Hitler.  The  Russian  have  elected  Putin  and  have
supported him in majority. The British have elected Boris, the Brazilians Bolsonaro, the Indians
Modi.......and, last but not least, the Americans have elected the racist from N.Y. – now in Florida –
and possibly will elect him again.
Black  Hawk  Down,  this  will  never  have  an  end,  despite  there  would  be  a  simple  solution.
But.......why we should learn something from history? Black Hawk Down, as long as you're no crew
member........ 

Friday 03/04/2022 – 5:12 PM

Ukraine vs. Afghanistan – do only I see the cynical behavior?

They hoped that there would be a civil war in Afghanistan that would give them enough time to
evacuate their people orderly. But the Afghan army was not interested in to fight this civil war –
why? Well........we said,  that they would be able to impede the Taliban for maybe two or three
months, but would lose the war in any case. They said, if we will never ever have a chance to win
this civil war, why then beginning with it? Because the "Western nation" would like it?
And in Ukraine? No one expects that the Russians will  not win his war, sooner or later. More
precisely, that they will occupy Ukraine, the large cities, also Kyiv. So, why fighting this war?
I would predict, the Russians will be able to occupy Ukraine, the big cities, now destroyed. But
what then? Would the Ukrainians accept a Russian puppet regime – not very likely. I see no possible
long  therm option  for  the  Russians,  only  to  destroy  as  much  as  possible  in  Ukraine.  Like  in



Afghanistan, the Russians, they can occupy the country, but what then? 
I've no final answer, but I've the feeling that wage this war could maybe not be the best option to
defeat the Russians. Not this kind of war, at least. But I'm sitting in my heated room in Germany,
waiting  that  night  will  fall  in,  that  I  can  begin  with  observing  my variable  stars.  It  all  is  so
disappointing, it would be time that the dinosaurs die out.     

Thursday 03/03/2022 – 1:13 PM

The German Left – no, not the Putin lovers from the fucking "Die Linke", I talk especially about the
SPD, maybe especially about their left wing.
Give the Russians free rein, then the war will be over. Do not give the Ukraine weapons, this would
make the war only longer and bloodier. That's absolutely true. But it's nice to say this sitting in
fucking Germany, knowing that the Russians will not attack us because this would be to attack
NATO. This would mean to attack the strongest army in the world – the USA, the UK, and France
are atomic powers.
No, do not give the Ukraine weapons, potentially some old ones maybe. Yeah, it's easy to act in
such a perfect moral way, isn't it? But hey, you wankers from the SPD! Afganistan, the Crimea,
Georgia, Syria, Caucasus........the killings in the UK and Germany..........but hey, let us have some
cool economic deals – Nord Stream 2 was from the beginning on shit, with the involvement of
Gerhard the Great, the opportunistic dirty pig – who cares about all this other shit! The same with
China! 
A last remark. The last sixteen years we had a chancellor – Angela Merkel – from the CDU /CSU,
the conservatives.   

   
Thursday 03/03/2022 – 1:00 PM

State Of The Union - very weak Joe, very weak. The only hope I have is, that you're aware of this,
that you do not believe this nonsense in fact. Forget this shit about the democratic United States
with equal rights for all, this shiny beacon for the world.
The United States is a sick nation, on the brink of collapse. If this would not be the clear image,
then the United States will be the next Weimar Republic. 

Monday 02/28/2022 – 6:15 PM

The Russian People? -  could it  be,  that  the home front  will  end this  war? The Swiss  join the
sanctions, those who like it to be neutral and to stash money for even the most bloodthirsty despots?
The IOC? Is there still a pandemic and something called "climate change"? The Ukraine, maybe
soon a member of the EU? This world changes very fast - would be not the worst to find an anchor.

Sunday 02/27/2022 – 6:58 PM

The Ukraine People, And, The Russian People – it's heroic what the Ukraine people are doing, as
well as at least some Russian people. They risk their lives, on both sides of the border, they are
heroes.
I dislike such talking, dying is never heroic, it's always fucking, dying because of a war, resisting a
war, opposing a dictator. Well, the German history............
But, what would be the alternative? For the Ukrainians? To surrender? Hopping, that "it maybe will
get not that worse", like many Jews did it in Germany in the 30s? And in Russia? We honor those



who fought the Nazis like the resistance group "Weiße Rose", Sophie Scholl as the most known
member.
This is a clear example, therefor, that the power of an individual politician has to be limited. That
we need democracy. Would the USA fail in 2022 or 2024 than this would be a disaster for the
world. We require more women in policy – suddenly everyone is surprised that Annalena Charlotte
Alma Baerbock can resist Putin and his puppets? But hey,  she's  a woman.......yes,  and she can
handle this toxic macho assholes.
We have to think over whom we give political power, under what limitations and rules. And the
Ukrainians? They die meanwhile. It's so disappointing, so sad, can kill you. But wouldn't this be, to
surrender, to give a swine like Putin free rein?  
 

Saturday 02/26/2022 – 8:40 PM

Fuck You, Germany! – weapons for the Ukraine now? Now, when the Russians move against Kiev?
Fuck you, this is very brave now! And SWIFT? We're still hesitating? This is such embarrassing,
what a shame! Fuck the Russian gas, fuck you Schröder whom I've elected, fuck you Scholz, get
your SPD-ass up, I've elected you! In the Ukraine they die because of a fucking dictator, a Hitler
clone, and we Germans block brutal sanctions – do we remember our history? Maybe remember,
but not honor!  

Thursday 02/24/2022 – 10:32 PM

SWIFT – Biden's  speech,  no SWIFT, not all  agreed? Italy and Germany against it?  Fuck you,
Germany! No direct sanctions? Putin is not affected? Five not so rich Russians on the US sanction
list, is this a joke?
If these are the brutal sanctions, then you will amuse Putin. What else you need, executed civilians
in the Ukraine? They executed Russian opposition leaders, what else do you require?
Everything has to be implemented now, everything else would be weak and a feast for the Russian
dictator, the Russian Hitler. Do not try to deal with him, he's a crook, do everything that he will
perish.
And, maybe it's time now, to support democratic opposition groups and parties gravely – like the
Kurds in Iraq or Syria got support by the USA.........    

Thursday 02/24/2022 – 10:36 AM

War –  yes,  diplomacy,  diplomacy with  a  Hitler  lover?  Diplomacy with  an  American  wannabe
Hitler? Diplomacy with the Chinese Stalin and Mao lovers? I'm no fan of the American shoot-first-
and-then-ask ideology, we can see every day the effects. But, it's a difference whether some over
challenged police officers stop a car or search a house, or, that you have to deal with one of this
fucking swine "politicians", psychos. 
But, our gas reservoirs ran low during the last few months because Russia delivered less? Putin
wrote a text about the Ukraine some months ago? Okay, not that much a problem, Putin will be not
that insane to attack the Ukraine directly. Of course not!
Hitler wasn't that insane, as well as Stalin. Who would have the interest to plunge the world into a
global war? A ruthless swine like the Orange Monkey and those who likes it to lick his brown
(Wordplay! Brown is the color of the Nazis. Brown like shit, very telling.) asshole for instance?
People who are not interested in human life, who get horny and jerk off when they can send soldiers
to the battlefield where many of them will die, not to mention civilians.
We have to stop this shitty policy! We have to stop to stabilize regimes like Russia and China. We



have to start to work together within Europe (and have to sanction Poland and Hungary), we have to
work together with the USA, Canada, Australia, democratic nations in South America, Africa, and
Asia. Oh, I think I have to mention the UK especially today, thanks tosser Boris! No, I'm no fan of
dirty US fracking gas, but we wasted sixteen years while Angela Merkel has been chancellor. We
need green energy and better partners.
Brutal sanctions now, stop of all diplomatic relations, apart from a small multilateral group. Harsh
cyberattacks, everything has to be on the table. Putin is no partner anymore, we cannot wait until we
will  have concentration camps in the Ukraine, until  they will act like Stalin, his war crimes in
Poland for instance. We have to learn that psychos like Putin, Hitler, Stalin, Xi, the Orange Monkey,
Orbán, Erdoğan, Bolsonaro.........and yes, also Boris..........do not act responsible. They do not act
for the most, they act only for a small group and their personal interest. And, and this is the most
important, they are ruthless. Boris and Hitler, isn't that exaggerated? Well,..........would have Boris
Hitler's power...............? No, I think that there is a difference between Hitler and Boris. Boris lives
in a different place and time than Hitler, we have to create an environment to limit the power of
such psychos – the best would be to give them no power at all. But, it's difficult to spot them all the
time. Not all the time they wrote books and papers, say it out loud like Hitler and Putin – oh, really?
The Orange Monkey had no problem to tell you what he thinks of African Americans, Latinos, and
Asian Americans.........
The sad thing is, that history repeats oneself again and again..........       

Tuesday 02/22/2022 – 6:21 PM

Olaf – to be honest, apart from, that it's no funny time, it's more and more fun to listen to you. Nord
Stream 2 is dead – a re-evaluation is necessary, you said, and that this will need a very long time.
Did you smile saying this? It seemed so, just like as you asked him how long he plans to stay in
office. We have to push the Ukrainian democracy, not only in the USA there will be presidential
elections in 2024. Assumed that the Russian economy would be in severe trouble, all those rich
Russians  could  no longer  travel  to  Baden-Baden,  St.  Moritz,  Paris,  and London,  dead Russian
soldiers would arrive in Moscow? Well Olaf, an excellent beginning.   

Tuesday 02/22/2022 – 12:25 PM

Dead? — the "Spiegel" reports that Robert Habeck, Federal Minister of Economy (Green Party),
should  have  directed  the  "Federal  Network  Agency"  this  morning,  to  take  back  the  positive
certification for "Nord Stream 2". This would mean that Nord Stream 2 would be dead. Would be
good if this were no wrong news.

Tuesday 02/22/2022 – 10:23 AM

Sanctions – sanctions, harsh sanctions, brutal sanctions, that's what we need now. The USA and
Europe have to stand together – thanks asshole Boris the Dumb! But I fear that Biden will be weak
– and Olaf? Nord Stream 2 is dead, stone dead, everything else would be devastating. You cannot
impress this Hitler type politicians with weakness. It did not function with "The Great Dictator"
himself, it will not function with the Hitler clone Putin. He talks in the total same way as Hitler did,
not the same mistakes again!   

Monday 02/21/2022 – 9:01 PM



Putin – Putin is a warmonger, a filthy ruthless bloody swine, the life of a human is not relevant for
this wanker. We have to strengthen democracy, a democracy that Russia not has, a democracy that
Putin fears, a democracy that would be the end of Putin. 

Saturday 02/19/2022 – 4:49 PM

Karl Lauterbach – you're starting a beef with the "Bild" newspaper, "Bild" TV, the Springer media
group? The German wannabe Murdochs, the wannabe Fox News? Those who dream that we would
have a Donald Duck in Germany as well, so they could spread their lies even better? Really?

Respect, Karl! 

Friday 02/18/2022 – 9:20 PM

The American Ukraine Strategy – I think that the US Ukraine strategy is excellent. To make every
Russian step public in real time seems exceptional to me. But, there's a fucking problem. Not only
the lies about Iraq, the American intelligence did enough dirty stuff – South America for instance?
Can you trust Biden? More than the lousy Bush father and son, especially also the loser son? If a
strong, yes of course!, wouldn't be a matter of course, than we would have a colossal problem! 

Friday 02/18/2022 – 2:56 PM

Sports And Nationalism – made a mistake! Yes, sports and money is shit, but sports and nationalism
is  even  a  more  unholy  combination.  It  has  been  always  a  triumph  for  the  communist  (yes,
communist) GDR to win in sports, to show that they are better than the democratic FRG. To be
clear, nationalism is the poison that poisons sports, nationalism poisons everything. Nationalism and
sports,  do  we  have  to  ponder  about  the  USA now?  A nation  where  you  can  win  a  national
championship and become therewith World Champion? What a nonsense is that?  

Friday 02/18/2022 – 2:43 PM

White Boy Vs. Black Boy – The Holy Innocence vs. The Mighty Devil; The White Savior vs. The
Black Slave...............the world could be soooo easy. Why this blacks make all such complicated?

Thursday 02/17/2022 – 6:58 PM

A Young Russian Figure Skater – oh, in professional sport they use forbidden substances and the
training methods are inhumane? What a shocking insight! Yeah, this fucking Russians and Chinese,
have we to bring up the former GDR and flip-flopper (Wendehals) Katarina Witt? But, wasn't there
a scandal in the USA? No, sports is the best matter in the world, as long as money is not a part of
the game. 

Thursday 02/17/2022 – 6:35 PM

Guiffre - a victory for women, hurting sex trafficking? A fucking defeat, what an awful day! The
fucking prince buys his way out, Miss Guiffre will get her part, she wasn't that completely innocent



– or. Am I unfair, pathetic?
Well, how about a fucking prince in court, in public, maybe live in TV? How about talking all the
other "girls", do they also get some money?, why not naming the names of all the other celebrity
"customers"? This is pathetic, fucking pathetic, you have to puke!
Money can buy you everything – that's the lesson that we have to learn again. Be a celebrity, a
fucking royal, have some money, you can buy you silence and the "get out of jail free card" – it will
cost you only some millions. I get sick of that shit! What a terrible day!   

Wednesday 02/16/2022 – 7:01 PM

Olaf – hey, Olaf! Making jokes about Putin, while standing "near to" Putin? Thank God that Armin
is not our chancellor. Could it be, that........
On the other hand, will this impress a psycho like Putin? Russia, China, and yes, also the USA -
what could be, would the EU work together at last. Yeah,........  

Tuesday 02/15/2022 – 3:42 PM

AOC, Shit Show? - yes, really, the American democracy is in danger? Congress as a "shit show"?
What dramatic insights this are! We write the year 2016 – oh, it's 2022. Well, better late as never, so
they say. Yeah, but sometimes it's too late..........

Saturday 02/12/2022 – 7:49 PM

Supply Chains – yeah, maybe it wouldn't be the worst idea, that not every aspect of economy should
be privatized, and that globalization bears risks and has its limits? But these are naive ideas, in a
world of greed.

Friday 02/11/2022 – 9:38 PM

Sometimes – sometimes it feels, as there will be no other possible future, than the humans will
definitively screw it up. And it will be the toxic males, the toxic masculinity.   

Wednesday 02/09/2022 – 1:36 PM

Söder, The Man From Bavaria – no comparisons with American politicians now, I fear that Moscow
Mitch would be offended then. He's such a lousy opportunist, a power hungry politician who would
sell his grandma to the devil with a smile if it pushed his "career". But hey, the new Frederick the
Great, der Alte Fritz, is definitively no better – of course, they are both conservatives! Thank God,
we have a chancellor from the left-wing again, Olaf! Do I start to miss Angela Merkel? Angela
Merkel, the conservative (?) politician Angela Merkel? Well, I have to confess: Yes. At least as
much as you can miss a chancellor who offered sixteen years of standstill, especially regarding the
most important topics – and I do not talk about Helmut!

Monday 02/07/2022 – 1:22 PM

USA / Europe (Germany) VS. Russia / China – we will have no chance! Why? The old saying: You



want to defeat your enemies, create disorder among them. And the Russians and the Chinese are
masters of this "art".
It's such a disappointment to see how easy it's for the Russians and the Chinese. But hey, Olaf is
visiting Joe today? Now everything will be good again. Two such fantastic dynamic powerhouses,
consistence, and their ability to get things done is legendary, two left-wing "doers".
Do I start to become a conservative? Well, let's see. Jim Jordan in the USA and Friedrich Merz in
Germany? For heaven's sake, never ever, maybe in my next time on earth, reborn as a snake.

P.S.: I apologize for this last remark, and ask all snakes for forgiveness. Should rebirth be real, I
would like it to be a snake the next time. I would be then at least a more honest creature than now.  

Thursday 02/03/2022 – 8:44 PM

ISIS – civilians killed in the nightly US operation? Yeah, what if some of them, especially some of
the  children,  have  been killed  by US forces?  I  can  still  remember  the  cruel  pictures  from the
atrocities of ISIS – in Germany a German woman has been sentenced because her man, an ISIS
fighter, has let a child die of thirst in the desert summer heat, the child of his Yazidi female slave.
Violence causes violence, ISIS is an inhumane bunch of pitiful men, men so weak, that they have to
kill children.  

Thursday 02/03/2022 – 8:31 PM

World Politics – the stage of world politics, the drama of world politics, all this shows you one, the
ludicrousness of humankind. China and Russia, Europe and the USA, the big global players and
their relations – what a Punch-and-Judy show. We have the time and resources to waste our time
and resources with this silly kindergarten behavior, this tells you all.  

Sunday 01/30/2022 – 1:36 PM

AfD - Meuthen, he leaves the AfD, he's a hero now? No, he's a fucking swine. He's one of these
collaborators who enable the rise of the Hitlers. He's a fucking opportunist, he has not the slightest
moral values.
And in the USA? Should one forget that John McCain made Sarah Palin a known person with her
nomination? Did he regret it  later? Well,  it's  nice to regret having given Hitler  your vote, after
millions of murdered people in the concentration camps, after millions had to die on the battlefields.
Some lost their lives by fighting against Hitler, they gave him not their vote.
We have to decide whom we want to see as a hero. Meuthen not, and John McCain? Mitt "I do not
care for the poor" Romney? Elizabeth Lynne Cheney? AOC, The Squad? One have to decide, but
one should decide today and should be willing to bear the consequences of this  decision.  John
McCain regretted his decision? Fine, but did he fight against the Tea Party movement, the Orange
Moneky? Everyone chooses his or her heroes. 

Friday 01/28/2022 – 8:44 PM

Imagine – imagine that you would watch a movie, all would be in harmony, wouldn't you ask: Hey!
Where's the drama, where's the tragedy, where's the action? What a fucking boring movie is this!
Yeah, maybe that points on our basic problem? There's a nation where the people are happy, no
brutal gun violence, no unequal distribution of wealth and suchlike? Why talking about this nation



when one can talk about the fucking gun violence in the USA, that also in Germany there's a vast
unequal distribution of wealth, not to talk about fucking Russia? Why talking about a nation with no
difficulties with their neighbors? Perhaps because we cannot imagine that this strange nation could
be real? Yeah, that points on our basic problem.

Wednesday 01/26/2022 – 3:00 PM

The  Roman  Catholic  Church  –  a  pigpen  of  hypocritical  old  white  men!  And  they  have  the
impudence, to see themselves as the keepers and guardians of morality, money greedy and power
hungry would fit better to this horrifying men's group.   

Tuesday 01/25/2022 – 8:01 PM

Ukraine – the Russians, the NATO, Europe, and the USA. Yeah, the Ukraine as well. Sensitivities,
"ballsy" males, greed and nationalism - a toxic mixture. I will not judge about a certain aspect of
this conflict – whereby we have not to talk about the "peace-loving" Putin – but it shows all the
stupidity of "international policy". Also regarding the relation between Europe and the USA – at
least there's a relation again, shall this make you happy? And the relations between the European
countries? 
What this shows you in any case is, that nationalism is shit. We cannot work together and..........stop
dreaming stupid little dreams, old man.  

Thursday 01/20/2022 – 3:57 PM

Annalena Baerbock – some are surprised that she does not look like the little stupid girl, when being
together with Lavrov and Blinken. Surprised why? Because she's a woman, not old, from the Green
Party? But hey, don't panic, at least she's white. 

Thursday 01/20/2022 – 10:35 AM

Supreme Court – again, something hope-giving? I hope they will find the smoking gun in these
documents – before the midterm elections will happen. 

Wednesday 01/19/2022 – 10:42 PM

Biden Not Phoned Romney? – Are you serious, Mr. President? This is this fucking Dems' arrogant,
this Hillary shit! Kick Manchin in the nuts and work together with Romney! Show some strength
and do not celebrate the democratic weakness. I have been shocked to hear this!

Tuesday 01/18/2022 – 6:23 PM

Nature Is  Bigger – again,  nature showed that humans have no chance to "dominate" nature,  to
"tame" nature. One volcano, more is not needed.

Tuesday 01/18/2022 – 6:18 PM



A Tennis Player – why all this fuss about this man? He tried to cheat and got caught – goodbye Mr.
Tennis Player! And, why the Serbians always have to play the national card?  He's a private citizen
as everyone – ah, forgotten, he's a millionaire, he no longer lives in the same world as I. Same rules
for everyone, I start to like the Australians. Retirement in Australia? Would be at the other side of
the big ocean? Ah, I still tend to Matosinhos.  

Thursday 01/13/2022 – 10:20 PM

Supreme Court – to have a politicized Supreme Court is shit! Get rid of it! 

Thursday 01/13/2022 – 10:08 PM

DOJ - a step forward, I hope that this only the beginning. Other names are waiting.

Thursday 01/13/2022 – 9:26 PM

Mandatory Vaccination – a typical German discussion? Hell yes, sometimes we Germans are simply
morons, we can discuss the most stupid shit endlessly, but maybe it would be important to decided
occasionally? Gosh, possibly I should search for a job in Portugal, they are a better society than we
are, a society where the single inhabitant is doing something for the community – not living out this
fucking American  dog-eat-dog society.  But  hey,  we have  no problem therewith still  discussing
climate change – it's a very, very mad world, mad world...........Tears For Fears.   

Wednesday 01/12/2022 – 1:22 PM

Fauci  –  yes,  fight  back,  call  them what  they are,  morons!  But  say it  loud,  yes,  point  at  their
hypocrisy – where are the Democrats, in House and Senate, all this fucking Democratic cowards, no
better than the Republican cowards? Why do we not hear any minute from them that's all about
raising money, cheating the people, cheating them in order of a white wealthy upper class? Ah,
could it be that also not only a few of Democrats get paid by them? This country would need some
more like Anthony Fauci.

Wednesday 01/12/2022 – 11:33 AM

Boris  -  I  hope that  this  can  be  the  end now.  Let's  get  rid  of  this  toxic  male  "leaders",  those,
especially  the  conservatives  like.  They  are  bigmouths  and  ruthless  swines,  get  rid  of  asshole
Johnson! 

Wednesday 01/12/2022 – 11:25 AM

Nicely Said, Mr. President – but why now? Anxious? 2022, the midterm elections? Would have
been cool, would you have said this a year ago! Late, hopefully not too late. Let's hope that the
January 6 committee will have success, this would be crucial. As said, nicely said. Let's hope that
the Dems woke up now, and that it's not too late. 



Sunday 01/09/2022 – 9:13 PM

A Story Without An End – if we do not overcome racism, sexism, and all the rest of this shit, the
human race will have no future. One could write a story now, negative or positive. Whatever, he
will never know the real outcome. Only living at the end of the days of the human race, however
they would be, would give you an answer. And how pessimistic I sometime be, I doubt that the end
is that near, Joanna. So, whenever I will die, I will have no answer. Should this make me happy or
sad? Almost Blue, drinking the Sunshiny Milk.

Friday 01/07/2022 – 9:33 PM

Ahmaud Arbery – the United States on the right way? There would be so much..........but at least an
example of, that actions have to have consequences. A good moment, but so much more would have
to happen. 

Thursday 01/06/2022 – 5:36 PM

The Day Today – words will not help you, only actions. 

Wednesday 01/05/2022 – 1:13 PM

January the 6th – should the committee can come to the core of it all? That would be revealing, but
would not end the American divide. As long as liars like Jordan, Cruz, Carlson......the people around
the former president and himself will have not to bear consequences, as long as the United States
will have not their de-Nazification, that long the American democracy is in immediate danger. And
then  they  have  to  draw  consequences  –  the  electoral  college,  the  Supreme  Court,  the
filibuster...............  

Tuesday 01/04/2022 – 9:30 PM

Rising  Numbers  Again  –  the  numbers  in  Germany rise  again,  after  it  was  not  possible  to  get
sustainable numbers during the holidays. Wow, what a surprise! Should this mean, when in nearly
all nations around us Omicron spreads extremely, that this could also happen in Germany? Wow,
what a surprise! Well, on Friday, the next meeting of the government with the governors will be –
shall we predict what will happen?
No, I will sit at home and will listen. I look for a new job, no longer in a restaurant, no longer as
cook, let's see what will happen.

Saturday 01/01/2022 – 1:35 PM

The World In Its Inner Core – no question mark this time. Humans cannot live together peacefully –
the more of them, the worse. But should one be lenient? Well, their experiences, throughout their
history, weren't that positive. Shortage of nearly everything, food especially. They did not learn, that
working together would be the best strategy, instead they followed "leaders", often enough persons
only interested in satisfying their greed. Such experiences can be defining, can be imprinting for the
rest of one's life. And we should not forget that this is written by a white man sitting in Germany –



Syria, Afghanistan.......the USA as non-white? We are cowards, I'm a coward, we could do so much
better. Especially, we should hand power to the women, at least it wouldn't be worse than today, but
I see a big potential that it would change the world sustainable to its better. And I don't mean one or
two CEOs, one or two political leaders, I mean in its totality. A stupid dream? Well, Valerie, maybe
you will have, in fact, no other chance at the end than to kill them, to get rid of them in its entirety.


